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Studies show that the use of narratives enhances the

lecture method of teaching. The model and manual developed

in this study focus on the needs of lecturers who require

creative guidance in all aspects of creating and using

didactic narratives. This study suggests that the subject

content of a lecture has a deep structure that can be used

to generate the surface structure of a didactic narrative.

The model and manual are informed by theories and

models from a variety of disciplines that have been adapted

for analyzing subject content, transforming subject content

structure into a parallel narrative structure, and

integrating the narrative into lecture.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Although it has been praised and harshly criticized,

the lecture remains one of the most commonly used teaching

methods in higher education. The term lecture derives from

"lector," a teacher of religion and theology in the Middle

Ages, a reader of lessons. The lecture became the chief

form of instruction when teachers were the main formal

source of new information for students (Ericksen 28).

Although the invention of the printing press in the

fifteenth century and other modern technologies have reduced

dependence on the lecture, Jon Penner notes its continuing

popularity.

The lecture method has a long history as the main

technique of college and university instruction

and continues to be widely used at the present

time. In fact, it is still the chief means of

communication in college and university classrooms

today. (13)

Studies of instructional techniques in two-year

institutions in the United States (Kelley and Wilbur 158)

and in universities throughout the world (Bligh "Methods and

Techniques") support Penner's findings regarding four-year

1



institutions. George Brown and Madeleine Atkins point out

that the continued use of lectures "may be attributable in

part to tradition and in part to economics" (8). They

project that ". . . lectures are likely to be widely used

well into the twenty-first century" (8).

Because of the pervasive use of the lecture method,

educators evaluate the effectiveness of its contributions to

education on a continuing basis. Studies support the

lecture method as the most useful for transmitting

information (Bligh What's the Use? 23-25, McKeachie 15-19).

Stanford Ericksen surveys the history of the lecture method

and surmises that "sometimes the lecture is the single

most effective method for arousing interest, initiating

action, and challenging the attitudes and beliefs held by

students" (28).

On the other hand, many studies criticize the lecture

method of teaching. Penner says, "For many years much

criticism has been launched against the lecture method. It

has been ridiculed, caricatured, condemned and even revolted

against" (13). Critics complain that lecturers are not

using effective educational and communicative techniques and

that student learning is suffering (Macchrarola, Kerrett,

and Joseph 34-37; Penner 66; Rovin 326-27).

John Woods notes the unusual balance between the

popularity of the lecture method and the plethora of
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criticism. He says, "From all reports it would appear that

the lecture method in higher education continues to thrive

despite the adverse criticism it receives From many

quarters" (61).

If educators are to continue using the lecture as a

common teaching method, then studies that seek to enhance

the lecture's effectiveness must continue. Attempts in the

last thirty years to improve college and university teaching

often focus on the lecture method.

The weaknesses of the lecture method of teaching can be

classified in three categories. Most studies point out that

lectures tend to be 1) non-integrative, 2) non-meaningful,

and 3) non-memorable. Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil provide a

summary of the weaknesses in their text, Models of Teaching.

In recent years there has been much criticism of

expository learning. Reception (or expository)

learning has been accused of leading to rote

memorization, fostering intellectual passivity

rather than curiosity, and inherently lacking

meaning for the student. (72)

The lecture often is non-integrative in the sense that

it does not keep the attention or interest of the listener.

Lectures usually do not include activities that require

physical or even mental involvement from the listener.

Unlike the discussion method, the lecture method does not

include the input of listeners as participants.
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Lectures often are non-meaningful. The material is not

relevant to the listener. In other words, the material is

not Presented on a level of understanding appropriate to the

listener. It either may be in technical language beyond

listener comprehension or simply not clear in its

definitions. The lack of examples and explanations promotes

disinterest and misunderstanding on the part of the

listener. The lack of logical organization also can lead to

the lack of correctly conveyed meaning. In addition,

listeners often do not gain meaning from material unless it

affects their emotions. This affective quality usually is

missing in lectures.

The purpose of a lecture is usually to impart

information to be used by the listener at a later time,

therefore the material should be memorable. Often, however,

because of the non-integrative and non-meaningful nature of

lectures, the material is difficult to assimilate, much less

remember. The presentation of material in a lecture often

does not promote retention. In order to remember the

material, listeners attempt to write down everything a

lecturer says and then memorize it in a rote fashion that

does not facilate long-term retention.

Each of these categories of weaknesses tends to be

interrelated with the others. The non-integrative weakness

stems from the lack of student involvement fostered by most
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lectures. Students tend not to get involved in the learning

process when material is non-meaningful. When the material

in the lecture does not have an affective or emotional

quality to balance the cognitive or factual quality of

material, then the message is uninteresting. Finally, when

students are not involved in the learning process by the use

of meaningful material, they tend not to retain the

information. The following research demonstrates that the

lecture form is hampered by these weaknesses.

Studies that have shown the lecture method to be non-

integrative point to the form itself. The form, by

definition, is non-integrative. The Robbins Committee

defines the lecture as a teaching period "occupied wholly or

mainly with continuous exposition by the lecturer" (582).

Brown and Atkins explain the extreme of the lecture method.

The various methods of teaching may be placed on a

continuum. At one extreme is the lecture in which

student control and participation is usually

minimal. At the other extreme is private study in

which lecturer control and participation is

usually minimal. (2)

The non-integrative nature of the lecture method has

led some to call for its abolition in American teaching

(Tyson 163). Most criticism, however, simply points out the
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weakness as an aspect to be considered and overcome

(Powell 4).

Studies that have shown the lecture method to be non-

meaningful often appeal to student evaluations of the

method. In a 1958 study, Charles Glicksberg quoted a

student's comments concerning lectures. The quote might

have been gathered just as easily in 1990.

The lecturer is like a robot who continues to

perform [its] task whether or not anyone is

benefiting from [its] actions. The bell starts

[it] off and then stops [it]. The professor does

not seem to be aware that [the] audience consists

of human beings who need time to absorb

information and to discuss it. The lecturer could

very easily be replaced by a recording of the

information. (27)

According to Penner, student evaluations often can be

considered complaints that lectures are non-meaningful. He

lists complaints that lectures are too remote or not related

to students' needs, too formal, too rigid, and too

superficial. Students also complain that instructors are ill

prepared and disorganized (Penner 70). Thomas Michel and

Richard Weaver point out that "teachers often abuse the

lecture method through a lack of sensitivity to the

students, lack of effective presentational skills, and a

lack of sufficient preparation" (389).
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Experiments by John McLeish reaffirmed earlier studies

that demonstrated the non-memorable characteristic of the

lecture method (4-12). When students are given only lists

of facts and are expected to respond with identical

information on tests, they tend to resort to rote

memorization. Ericksen's study demonstrates that retention

of information maintained by rote memorization falls off

drastically after the final exam. On the other hand,

material that has been made relevant to the listener in an

affective manner is retained at a high level long after the

final exam (6-7).

Although educators periodically have engaged in

evaluations of the lecture method, ". . . it has only been

in comparatively recent times that much research has been

undertaken to try and ascertain the factors associated with

effective, and ineffective lecturing" (Woods 61). Many

textbooks and articles offer general suggestions on what to

improve in the preparation and delivery of lectures without

any specific practical guidelines on how one goes about

improving (Ericksen 30; Kindsvatter, Wilen and Ishler

217-19; Woods 61-64).

For example, as part of an outline designed to teach

lecture method phases, the following statement is used as an

item under the general heading of presentation: "Stimulate

attention with verbal and non-verbal behaviors"
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(Kindsvatter, Wilen, and Ishler 218). The outline offers no

detailed explanation of what specific behaviors can

stimulate attention, nor is there any practical advice on

how to create and/or practice verbal or non-verbal

behaviors.

Many texts link the effective lecture to the effective

communication skills of the lecturer (Heslet 190-93;

Kindsvatter, Wilen and Ishler 215; Morton 145; Penner 89).

Communication skills that are relevant to lecturers include

gathering and arranging materials as well as effective

delivery of the prepared presentation. The Michel and

Weaver study reviews the research and supports the link

between effective lectures and the use of examples or

clarifying techniques and vivid delivery (389-91). Several

other texts encourage the improvement of the lecture method

through the use of examples, illustrations, figurative

language and narratives (Brown and Atkins 16, 23-24, Kelley

and Wilbur 159, Mayer 42).

Eriksen explains the value of using these clarifying

techniques.

The frequent use of examples, anecdotes, and

personal speculations may stimulate students to

construct their own bridges to test their ability

to apply a principle to a specific event.

Illustrative material not only gives pause but
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also provides instances that confirm (or deny) the

extended meaning of the concept or theme under

consideration. (31)

A study of outstanding lecturers at Ohio State

University showed that their plans were simple and their

examples abundant (Davis 150-51). Other researchers analyze

teachers' verbal communication within the college classroom

and determine that award winning teachers use humor,

self-disclosure, and narratives more often than other

teachers (Downs, Javidi, and Nussbaum 134-35).

Brown and Atkins stress that "it is worth providing

some training in lecturing for lecturers" (16-17). Penner

supports the need for teacher training in lecturing.

The teacher cannot share with others that which he

or she does not possess. All of the course work

and research is of no avail, unless the teacher

can bridge the gap between theory and meaningful

expressions in relevant terms for the students'

clear understanding and practical application.

(16)

Although several techniques can be used to improve

lectures, studies establish the use of narratives as one

technique that enhances the effectiveness of the lecture

method (Brown and Atkins 16, 23-24; Downs, Javidi, and

Nussbaum 134-5; Eriksen 31; Kelley and Wilbur 159; Mayer 42;
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Michel and Weaver 389-91). The narratives cited in the

literature essentially are examples presented in story form

in order to clarify material and make it more relevant to

the listener. Although theorists recognize the significance

of using narratives within the lecture framework, specific

training in the creation and use of this technique is not

readily available.

Most texts designed to teach lecturers the aspects of

effective lecturing explain that the use of narrative

examples can enhance lecturing, but fail to explain how to

create and adapt the narratives for specific lectures. This

study addresses that gap in the available literature.

Definition of Terms

Terms to be defined for this study are

method/technique, model, narrative, and didactic

narratives. The definitions draw from both denotative and

operational meanings.

Method/Technique

Win Kelly and Leslie Wilbur make a clear distinction

between a method and a technique.

A method is a systemic arrangement, an orderly

procedure, a mode of handling intellectual

problems; a technique is a skill or device in the

specialized details of a method. (158)
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In this study, lecture is referred to as a method, whereas

using didactic narratives is called a technique. In other

words, lecture is the larger category affected by the

technique of using didactic narratives.

Model

According to David Mortenson, "Models clarify the

structure of complex events . . . " (31). Julia Wood offers

a simple, yet comprehensive definition of model.

A model is a description of something else--an

object, event, process, or relationship. Models

are not explanations of why something exists or

why it works as it does. Instead, they are

descriptions of what something is or of how it

works. They attempt to represent the major

features of what they model. (21)

Wood's definition is appropriate for this study because it

is broad enough to include many variations.

This study analyzes several existing theories and

models and develops a model for creating and using didactic

narratives. The models reviewed in this study fall into

three categories: 1) verbal explanations of a method, 2)

step-by-step lists, and 3) actual graphic representations

with verbal explanation.

Narrative

The word narrative denotes both a specific story and



the concept of composition through narration. Both

denotations are used in this study. William Labov clarifies

the definition of narrative as a specific story. He

explains that a complete narrative "begins with an

orientation, proceeds to the complicating action, is

suspended at the focus of evaluation before the resolution,

and returns the listener to the present time with the coda"

(369). Labov's definition is general enough to cover both

written and oral narratives, but this study will focus on

oral narratives.

The concept of narrative as composition through

narration is clarified in a definition of narration found in

The Essentials of English Composition.

Narration, simply defined, is the telling of a

story, the recital of a series of related events,

real or imaginary, usually with enough exposition

to make them understood and enough description to

make their appeal concrete and vivid. . . .

Narration, like description, tries to stimulate

the imagination and to stir the emotions.

(Espenshade, Gates, and Mallery 321)

Although all narrative theorists are concerned with the

relationship between the teller and his or her audience, the

teller-audience relationship is more overt in discussions of

oral narratives. Oral narratives are linked more directly
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with the act of expression often called storytelling.

Therefore, a definition of storytelling is central to this

study. The National Association For the Preservation and

Perpetuation of Storytelling defines the term for their

organization.

Storytelling is an art form through which a

storyteller projects mental and emotional images

to an audience using the spoken word, including

sign language and gestures, carefully matching

story content with audience needs and environment.

The story sources reflect all literatures and

cultures, Fiction and nonfiction, for educational,

recreational, historic, folkloric entertainment,

and therapeutic purposes. (8)

Didactic Narratives

Webster defines didactic as "used for teaching:

intended for instruction" (407). Robert Scholes and Robert

Kellogg classify brief fictional narratives that are ruled

by an intellectual and moral impulse as didactic narratives

(14).

For the purpose of this study, a didactic narrative is

simply a story-like example that reflects the underlying

principles or concepts in subject content. The didactic

narrative is intended to be delivered orally with verbal and

nonverbal expression as a part of lecture. It serves to
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clarify and enliven the lecture as well as enhance the

listener's retention of the material.

Statement of Problem

This study is based on the need to improve the lecture

method of teaching. Theorists stress the need to teach

lecturers how to develop and use specific techniques. I

have selected the technique of using didactic narratives

with lecture as the focus of this study.

A review of the available literature demonstrates that

a number of theorists have recognized the effectiveness of

using narratives within lectures. However, few studies

specifically address the development and use of didactic

narratives. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to

enhance the effectiveness of the lecture method through

narrative technique by developing a model and a manual for

creating and using didactic narratives.

The overarching question to be answered by this study

is: What theory or model; combination of theories and/or

models; or adaptation of theories and/or models would be

most effective in aiding the lecturer's construction and use

of didactic narratives? The process of transforming the

underlying structure of subject content to oral narrative

form serves as the primary focus of this study.

Four questions guide the study and lend definition to

the final model and manual: 1) How can subject content be
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analyzed to determine its essential components?; 2) How can

the components of subject content be translated into the

elements of a narrative?; 3) How can an affective quality be

instilled in the translated narrative?; and 4) How can the

adapted narrative be effectively integrated into the

lecture?

Significance of the Study

"So much of instruction depends upon effective

lecturing that the process demands the most rigorous

attention" (Dedmon 190). This study, which focuses

attention on the improvement of the lecture through the

creation and use of didactic narratives, responds to Donald

Dedmon's call.

The results of this study may be significant

in several ways. Primarily, by developing a model and a

manual to create and use didactic narratives, this study

provides the lecturer with a technique for involving

listeners in meaningful and memorable learning.

Using didactic narratives to enhance the effectiveness

of lectures is well supported (Davis 150-51; Downs, Javidi,

and Nussbaum 134-35). The use of narratives has been shown

to counter each of the three major weaknesses of lectures

cited earlier. Narrative use in lecture promotes

integration among lecturer and listeners (Adee 11, Egan

Educational Development 142, R. Hoffman 137-66, Mehrablan,
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Pylyshyn 1-24). Narrative use in lecture enhances

meaningful presentation (Egan "Memory" 456-57, Primary

Understanding 100; Hughes 34-35). It also has been

established that narrative use in lecture enables long-term

retention (Bartlett, Bower and Clark 181-82, Egan "Memory"

456, Ericksen 31, Levi-Bruhi 110).

The model and manual for creating and using didactic

narratives both benefit from and contribute to the fields

from which they are derived. Ever-evolving narrative

theories need the balance of practical application.

Narrative theory continues its evolution across several

disciplines including communication theory, education

theory, and linguistic theory. What is lacking in the

research, however, is an exploration of the process of

developing new narratives.

Within the communication discipline a reconsideration

of the classical rhetorician's concepts of invention and

style serves as a springboard for this investigation. While

the current literature contributes elements of situational

analysis, gathering available proofs, and aspects of

persuasion, this study adds the practical step of creating

narrative examples that can be used within the context of

effective communication.

The field of oral storytelling offers helpful data for

the presentation of narratives. Most storytelling texts and
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guides deal primarily with existing stories and their

adaptation for specific audiences. The element of creating

a personal narrative is sometimes a unit of study within

storytelling classes. This unit teaches about narrative

form as applied to events from one's own experience. This

study adds the element of creating narratives based on

lecture material to the body of literature available on

storytelling.

Theories and models for critical and creative thinking

found in the education discipline inform the development of

the practical technique of narrative creation. Egan points

out, however, that research on narratives has been mostly

"descriptive and classificatory, aiming to draw attention to

particular kinds of children's literature or to argue for

the educational value of particular kinds of stories at

particular ages" (Primary Understanding 97). This study not

only contributes to the use of narratives in the classroom,

but shows how to create those specific didactic narratives.

The emphasis of this study also expands the use of stories

beyond childhood into higher education.

Egan draws analogies between the inquiry into stories

and their plots and linguistic inquiries into sentences and

their syntax. He says the story "is the linguistic unit

that can ultimately fix the meaning of the events that

compose it" (Educational Development 17). Linguistics
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generally focuses on the word as a symbol of meaning. Some

elements of the research in the discipline are helpful in

analyzing the breakdown of meaningful units within subject

content in order to translate them into meaningful

narratives. This study contributes to the reconstruction of

those units into larger elements of semantic meaning.

Scope of the Study

Many authors suggest the need for training college

instructors in the effective use of the lecture method. An

instructional method is defined as "an organized arrangement

of instructional techniques that is intended to achieve a

discrete learning outcome" (Kindsvatter, Wilen, and Ishler

78). This study is narrowed to one of those instructional

techniques, creating and using didactic narratives. While

there are numerous ways to use examples in narrative form.

the didactic narrative is specifically a story-like example

based on the content of the lecture subject. The didactic

narrative, though brief, has a beginning, a middle, and an

end, whereas many narrative examples are not as complete.

While the information gathered and analyzed for this

study covers several disciplines, the specific intent of

this thesis is the development of a comprehensive model and

manual that aids in the construction of didactic narratives

for use in higher education lectures. This study will not

serve as an argument for or against existing theories. The
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purpose of the study is to glean various elements from

several theories and models in order to create a more

specific, comprehensive model and manual for creating and

using didactic narratives. Any conflicts among theories and

models used are considered and synthesized in order to

meet the objectives of this study.

Review of Literature

Studies that contribute to this research are drawn from

the fields of literary narrative theory, linguistics, oral

storytelling, and education. These fields often overlap in

their research and methodologies so this review does not

emphasize divisions among them. The literature in each

field is extensive. This review addresses only the

research that is most relevant to this study. Literature

for this study is reviewed in three sections: 1)

understanding of the form and function of narratives, 2)

analysis of the lecture's subject content, and 3) creation

and integration of the narrative.

Form and Function of Narratives

An understanding of the form and function of narratives

will prepare a foundation for the construction of new

narratives. Literature that establishes the impact of

narrative, structure of narratives, and elements of

narratives is reviewed. Theories and models of narrative

construction also are reviewed.



Impact of Narrative

This study is informed by an awakening interest in

narrative and narrative structure among groups in several

disciplines. Many theorists substantiate the impact of

narratives on our lives (Fisher, Livo and Rietz, Ong).

Other theorists herald the power of narratives to teach and

reveal truth (Cebik, Egan, J. Hoffman, Mellor, Walter and

Scott, H. White).

Wallace Martin supports the prominence of narrative and

the theories surrounding it in his book, Recent Theories of

Narrative. The book surveys the dominant theories of

narrative, primarily from the literary perspective. Martin

provides insights into the definition, structure, and types

of narratives. While the literary theories provide

background that helps define narrative, most of the

information is beyond the scope of this study.

Structure of Narrative

Structuralist theories of narrative are particularly

useful to this study because they divide narratives into

their component parts in order to study meaning. Although

this study is not concerned with existing narratives or

their meaning, it is concerned with compositional elements

needed to create new narratives. The work of many

structural theorists can aid in this process (Chatman,

Culler, Levi-strauss, Propp, Todorov).



Structuralists Jonathan Culler and Seymour Chatman

designate the two levels of structure Found in narratives as

"story" and "discourse." Culler defines story as "a

sequence of actions or events conceived as independent of

their manifestation" and discourse as "the discursive

presentation or narration of events" (169-70). This

distinction has merit for this study. This study will

develop a model that analyzes real events or concepts for

their "story" aspects and creates "discourse" in the form of

a didactic narrative to reflect the same event or concept in

an analogical form.

The aspects of narrative structure and plot are related

and many theorists attempt to establish narrative grammars

that prescribe definite structures for certain types of

narratives (Kemper 99-124, Propp, Rumelhart). Tzvetan

Todorov offers a simplification of all narrative grammars by

stating that "we shall understand narrative better if we

know that the character is a noun, the action a verb. . . .

to combine a noun and a verb is to take the first step

toward narrative" (119). The elements of plot that affect

structure include beginnings, endings, sequence, and

causality (Aristotle, Chatman, Freytag, Kermode The Sense of

an Ending, Martin, O'Malley, Propp, Said).

Elements of Narratives

Many theorists seek to define the compositional



elements of narratives. The elements defined by some

theorists include theme, meaning, coherence, integrity,

fullness, closure, explanation, and interpretation (H. White

23, Kermode "Secrets" 81-2). These aspects, though integral

to the literary critique of narratives, are more detailed

than are needed for this study.

A simpler list of elements is Found in The Structure of

Literature: A Guide for Teachers, edited by Robert F.

Beauchamp. The elements discussed include characterization,

theme, point of view, setting, and conflict. These elements

are more suited to the needs of the model developed for this

study.

Narrative Construction

Most narrative construction models reflect theories

about narrative grammar, but few are designed to create a

narrative for a specific purpose, such as for use in

lecture. This study seeks to adapt elements from the

various models for narrative construction that are available

in the literature. The most complete models found are 1)

the Roman canons of rhetoric, 2) Norma Livo and Sandra

Rietz's story map (33-35), 3) Egan's lesson development

("Memory" 458), and 4) Gary Smalley and John Trent's

construction and use of emotional word pictures (67). These

models will be analyzed for their contributions to each

phase of the model and manual in this study.
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Since the models reviewed do not contain all of the

elements necessary in a model for the construction of

didactic narratives, this study includes reviews of

various other theories and models that contribute to

the discussion of the guiding questions established in the

statement of the problem. The questions are: 1) How can

subject content be analyzed to determine its essential

components?; 2) How can the components of subject content be

translated into the elements of a narrative?; 3) How can an

affective quality be instilled in the translated narrative?;

and 4) How can the adapted narrative be effectively

integrated into the lecture? The second section of the

review of literature addresses the first question and the

third section of the review addresses the three other

questions.

Analysis of Subject Content

Didactic narratives are designed to reflect and teach

subject content within a lecture. Therefore, the analysis

of the lecture's subject content for essential components is

a necessary phase in narrative creation. Models and

theories covering the breakdown of information are reviewed.

Literature concerning the discovery of subject matter

structure is covered as well.

This study analyzes subject content for its essential

components in order to determine the underlying dynamics of
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is expressed in terms of the forms and functions of a

parallel narrative. Research that aides the analysis of

subject content usually does not have this intent, but

nonetheless contributes to this study. Material that

contributes to the discussion of the question about

analyzing subject content can be found in several fields.

Subject Content Breakdown

Educational psychologists have developed methods for

analyzing subject matter to determine the individual tasks

that should be learned by students seeking to master the

subject (Gregg 109-15, Resnick 51-80). Task analysis is

adapted to the purposes of this study.

The field of communication and rhetoric often

encompasses the process of problem solving and information

analysis (Fritz and Weaver 174-82; Holmberg 229-37; Katula

and Martin 160-67; and Watson, Pardo, and Tomovic). The

critical-thinking skills described in these studies aid in

the process of subject matter breakdown and analysis.

The linguistic discovery method also is appropriate

for the analysis of subject content. Culler describes the

method as including "operations of segmentation and

classification, formulation of opposition, and rules of

combination (20-24). In other words, the linguistic

discovery method includes processes that break down language
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into its most basic parts and then examines the parts for

apparent cohesion and/or tension. This process is applied

to the analysis of subject content as well.

Charles Kneupper uses Kenneth Pike's linguistic theory

of tagmemics to develop a "modern theory of invention" (32).

Most linguistic theories analyze language from the

perspective of its smallest elements, like vowel sounds.

Tagmemics uses a process for analyzing language from the

perspective of larger units of meaning, like phrases or

sentences (Pike; Pike and Pike; Young 2-3).

Kneupper's model combines linguistic and rhetorical

theory to develop a process for analyzing subject content

for its "unit state and level of complexity" (42-43). In

other words, the model guides the analysis of a subject for

the elements that are static and the elements that are

dynamic. The model also helps determine whether the

subject should be understood holistically, as a system, or

as an element in a larger system. This model informs the

breakdown process of the subject content analysis phase of

this study's model and manual.

The Kneupper model also adds a dimension of relational

thinking that aides in the development of parallels and

analogies. This element of the model and manual is used

again in the third phase.
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Subject Structure

Discovering a structure in subject content provides a

structure for the didactic narrative. Causal structures

found within the subject content eventually should be

apparent in the didactic narrative. Research concerned with

causal structures found in narratives can be applied to the

analysis of subject content (Cebik 151; Kemper 99-124; Livo

and Rietz; and Trabasso, Secco, and Van DerBroek 83-111).

Creation and Integration

The creation and integration of didactic narratives

completes the process of this study. Models and theories

involving the transformation of one structure to another are

reviewed along with literature covering suggestions for the

integrating of narratives into lecture.

Transformation

With a structure developed from the subject content,

aspects of narrative can be applied to fill out the

narrative. The creation and integration process begins with

the relational thinking aspects of Kneupper's model of

invention mentioned above. The model includes the processes

of comparison and contrast in the analysis of subject

matter. These processes support the element of

transformation needed in the creation phases of this study's

model and manual.

"Schema" is helpful in the reconstruction of the
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elements of subject content into a didactic narrative. Some

psychologists use the term schema as the basic building

block of cognition (Mandler 2-3). It can be helpful to

realize that the mental organization of information may tend

to have a "story schema" (Norman, Gentner and Stevens

177-96).

Livo and Rietz confirm that once a structure for a

narrative is established, "the storyteller can generate any

number of stories by reconstructing the story pattern and

fitting the story content into it" (32). Models for

generating new narratives can be linked to the research on

motifs (Hillman, MacDonald, Propp). The strengths of

certain types of narratives like the parable also merit

consideration (Ausubel, J. Hoffman, Stern). Chatman

develops a theory of narrative sequencing that informs the

development of new narratives (53-54). John Holloway's

model of narrative structure helps evaluate the

interrelatedness of events and characters (24-25).

The parallel between subject content structure and

the created didactic narrative is closely akin to the

parallel indicated in metaphors and analogies. Material on

the construction of these figures of speech informs this

study (Culler 180-81, Vosniadou and Schommer 527).

For the past two decades, educators have been

developing specific exercises for teaching critical and
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one level of understanding to different levels of

understanding. Once the essential components of subject

content have been determined, a critical and creative leap

is necessary to create the new parallel didactic narrative.

Some of these thinking models aid this process (Eberle, Epley).

Integration of the Narrative

Interaction with the audience during the telling of the

narrative is integral to the installation of an affective

quality in the translated narrative (Chambers 3-17; Dedmon

192; Livo and Rietz 9, 21; Wood 259-60). Several

researchers determine that the use of affective imagery in

presentation can substantially enhance learning (Howell,

Lowman 74, Paivio, Stein).

The integration of the didactic narrative into the

lecture is informed by researchers studying the dynamics of

communication situation and performance (Brooks 216, Maclean

1-42, Wood 38-42). Suggestions for the effective delivery

of oral narratives are suggested by a number of theorists

and performers (Jones, Labov, Langellier 137-38, Livo and

Rietz 95-100, 111-26, Lowman 75-86, 89-92, Schram 38).

The literature reviewed, though not exhaustive,

represents the dominant theories and models that influence

this study. Though divergent, these theories and models are

synthesized to develop a model and manual for creating and
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using didactic narratives to enhance the 
effectiveness of

lectures.

Methodology

The general method for this study is comparative

analysis and description. Material that contributes to the

discussion of each of the guiding questions established in

the statement of the problem is analyzed and compared

through verbal description. The four questions are: 1) How

can subject content be analyzed to determine its essential

components?; 2) How can the components of subject content be

translated into the elements of a narrative?; 3) How can an

affective quality be instilled in the translated narrative?;

and 4) How can the adapted narrative be effectively

integrated into the lecture?

Based on the review and evaluation of theories and

models, certain elements are used in developing the model

and manual. The remaining elements are synthesized or

adapted for use in the model and manual or eliminated. The

elements are evaluated, selected, adapted, or eliminated

based on the constraints of preparing and presenting

lectures.

The specific method for this study includes seven

steps. First, I analyze the impact of narratives, the

aspects of narrative elements and structure, and models for

narrative construction. Material for this analysis is
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derived from the field of narrative theory and literary

criticism. Some material also is taken from the fields of

storytelling and education. Elements that inform the

development of a model and manual for didactic narrative

construction are noted.

Second, I describe, compare, and evaluate present

theories and models that analyze subject content. Theories

and models are drawn from education, linguistics,

communication, and literary narrative analysis. Again,

elements that inform the development of my model and manual

are noted.

Third, I review and analyze theories and models that

are designed to transform the components of subject content

into parallel forms. Material in this category overlaps

with some of the material in step two, but the particular

elements of creation and transformation are considered

separately. The phase of transformation is critical to the

final model and manual. Elements that inform the

development of my model and manual are noted. Fourth, I

review and analyze material that informs the integration of

the narrative into lecture.

Fifth, I develop a model for creating and using

didactic narratives. The model includes phases that reflect

1) the analysis of the subject content of a lecture, 2) the

transformation of the underlying structure of subject
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content into the parallel form of an affective narrative,

and 3) the integration of the narrative into the lecture.

Elements adapted and synthesized from the comparative

analysis in steps one through three are reflected in the

model.

Sixth, I develop a manual to accompany the model for

creating and using didactic narratives. The manual contains

details for step-by-step guidance in applying the model.

Five worksheets and 19 exercises accompany the steps in the

three phases of the manual. The adapted and synthesized

elements from steps one through three are incorporated into

the manual. Finally, the study concludes with an

application of the final model and manual to a concept in

the communication field.

Plan for the Study

Chapter Two analyzes the the impact and aspects of

narratives and current models of narrative construction to

determine elements that inform the development of a model

and manual for creating and using didactic narratives.

Chapter Three reviews and evaluates the theories and models

that inform each phase of creating and using didactic

narratives. The phases are analyzing the subject content,

transforming the subject content into a parallel narrative,

and integrating the narrative into the lecture.
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Chapter Four develops and comments on a model and

manual for creating and using didactic narratives. Chapter

Five draws conclusions and discusses implications of this

study. The appendix displays an application of the model

and manual to the sample topic of "Selecting a Subject for a

Speech."



CHAPTER II

THE IMPACT AND ASPECTS OF NARRATIVE AND AN ANALYSIS

OF NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTION MODELS

The development of a model for creating and using

didactic narrative requires an understanding of the form and

function of narratives. This understanding is established

through an evaluation of the impact and aspects of

narratives. By analyzing and evaluating present models of

narrative construction, preparation is made for the

development of a new model for creating and using didactic

narratives. Elements of function, form, and construction

are noted as they inform this study.

Impact of Narrative

Narratives have a strong impact on our lives. A clear

understanding of the power of narratives and their ability

to enhance the lecture is an important premise for this

study.

Walter Fisher asserts that "all forms of human

communication can be seen fundamentally as stories"

("Clarifying" 57). Fisher has built on Alasdair MacIntyre's

definition of man as a "storytelling animal," and Kenneth

Burke's concept of man as a "symbol-using animal." He calls

33
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narration the "human communication paradigm" (Fisher

"Narration" 8). In other words, all communication can be

viewed as narrative, and the form and function of narrative

are central to understanding human interaction.

The interest in narrative has gained popularity across

several disciplines. Walter Ong states that narrative is

"paramount among all verbal art forms. . . " (140). Norma

Livo and Sandra Rietz call narrative "a mystery that has the

power to reach within each of us to command emotion, to compel

involvement, and to transport us into timelessness" (2).

Kieran Egan assigns a similar power to the narrative.

The invention of the story was a crucial stage in

the discovery of the mind. What was invented was

a narrative form that worked at increasing the

memorability of its contents. In recognizing its

power and refining it through millenia, people

discovered something remarkable about how the

human mind works. We are a storying animal; we

make sense of things commonly in story forms; ours

is a largely story-shaped world. (Primary

Understanding 98)

Egan uses "story" to mean "not simply once-upon-a-time

fictions, but . . . a more pervasive form which we use in

organizing knowledge . . . imposing more or less complex

mental forms on knowledge about the world. . . . The story
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gives order and meaning to knowledge" (Educational

Development 85).

Livo and Rietz also point out the instructive nature of

narratives (11). Walter Otis advocates the use of

narratives in public speaking.

Stories have held the interest of people for

thousands of years. Everyone likes a good story,

and when a good narrative can be used in a speech,

it will help to hold attention. . . . The typical

story is a study of the conflict of persons.

or a study of the conflict of a person against an

impersonal force . . . . such narratives increase

the possibilities for capturing the audience's

attention, for they permit the use of

identification, of personification, of suspense,

of concrete interpretation of a theme, and of

intrinsically interesting action. (22-3)

The use of didactic narratives is not new. Effective

educators have used narrative examples in abundance (Davis

150-51; Downs, Javidi, and Nussbaum 134-35). Research by a

number of theorists supports the view that narratives are

integrative, meaningful, and memorable. In other words

narratives have the power to involve audiences, make subject

matter relevant to listeners, and enhance long-term

retention. These characteristics make narratives ideal for

use in lecture.
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Narratives Are Integrative

"The most common objection to the lecture method . . .

is the passive posture taken by students" (Ericksen 58).

Ericksen elaborates on the non-integrative problem with

regard to lectures.

. . . [C]ognitive participation by students is

important. When the lecturer overly controls the

integrating process, students become passive

listeners. Research has clearly shown that

students learn better when they actively

participate in the analysis of what is being said

rather than passively accepting the conclusions

(the meaning) of a distant speaker. (31)

The use of narrative within a lecture can counter the

passivity of listeners by involving them in the process.

During an interview with Michael L. Adee, Rose Ann St.

Romain, a Louisiana storyteller, explained how storytelling

can be used in a classroom. St. Romain reveals the

integrating potential of narratives.

Learning is not a passive process. Storytelling

invites participation on the part of a listener.

The storyteller addresses the audience as

'narratee'--the recipient of a story.

Storytelling is a unique event--it is an act
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between teller and audience. There is a greater

immediacy in this type of communication. (Adee

11)

According to Egan, the integrative quality of

narratives enables critical thought processes. He says that

"being able to follow a story requires a sense of logical

sequences of causality, problem solving, analyzing events

and situations, forming hypotheses and reformulating them in

light of further knowledge. . ." (Educational Development

142).

Research indicates that while individuals hear a

narrative, their brains work faster and use more energy than

when reading or listening to conventional words (R. Hoffman

137-66). Other studies have shown that listeners can be

affected physically by their involvement in listening to a

narrative (Mehrablan; pylyshyn 1-24). Gary Smalley and John

Trent offer the following analogy to illustrate the power of

narratives.

Your response to a story is like driving into a

layer of fog along the California coast. You're

instantly alert, working hard to spot what's

ahead. You strain to see the divider lines, and

your eyes ache as they search for brake lights.

Your mind won't let you relax until you emerge

from the fog and can see clearly again.
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In like manner, an emotional word picture

creates a mist in you listener's mind. It forces

[the listener] to strain mentally to see what lies

beyond your story. And when the fog lifts, the

person finally breaks out into a more clear

understanding of what you wanted to express. (24)

In summary, sharing narratives can enable a lecturer to

involve listeners on a cognitive plane through

problem-solving, on a physical plane through vicarious

experience, and on an affective plane through emotional

engagement.

Narratives Are Meaningful

Ted Hughes praises narratives, calling them "little

factories of understanding." He says, "new revelations of

meaning open out of their images and patterns continually,

stirred into reach by our growth and changing circumstances"

(34-35). The limited context within a narrative has the

unique capability for evoking meaning. In other words, a

narrative reduces the context of the world to a manageable

proportion that is relevant and meaningful to the listener.

Egan says that "the events of a story can be grasped and

their meaning understood more readily" (Primary

Understanding 100).

Research suggests that the element within narratives

that evokes the most meaning for a listener is its affective
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or emotional nature. Egan says that "stories work by

embedding their contents into vivid events and images that

carry strong emotional coloring" ("Memory" 456). Egan's

definition of narratives reveals the link between affective

qualities and meaning.

The story is a technique for organizing events,

facts, ideas, characters, and so on, whether

"real" or imagined, into meaningful units that

shape our affective responses. It is a basic

conceptual tool for providing coherence,

continuity, connectedness, and meaning to its

content, and building from their coalescence a

further level or kind of meaning. (116)

Narratives Are Memorable

The affective quality in narratives not only supports

their stimulation of meaning, but also enhances their

memorability. Egan says "information that is organized with

high emotional coloring within a story is much more easily

remembered by humans than is a random list" ("Memory" 457).

He argues for "a connection between the importance of

memorization in imaginative learning and the story form as

an appropriate part of a teacher's professional equipment"

("Memory" 456).

Psychologists confirm that cognition and emotions are

interrelated (Lazarus 1019-24). Robert Zajonc explains that
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"the very first stage of the organism's reaction to stimuli

and the very First elements in retrieval are affective"

(154). He continues, ". . . when we try to recall,

recognize, or retrieve an episode, a person, a piece of

music, a story, a name, in fact anything at all, the

affective quality of the original input is the first element

to emerge" (154).

Educators place a high priority on long-term retention,

but often are guilty of insisting on rote memorization to

increase performance on exams. Ericksen points out that the

presentation of meaningful material (such as through

narratives) can aid in long-term retention.

Long-term retention depends on how well students

understand what is being lectured about.

Understanding, in turn, depends on organizing this

material into a personally meaningful form. This

integrating process is the means by which

knowledge is stored in memory to become accessible

later. (31)

Ericksen's graph of the learning/forgetting curve

demonstrates the retention contrast between meaningful and

rote materials (see Fig. 1). The graph supports the use of

meaningful material, such as narratives, in order to meet

the priority of long-term retention.
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material

Final exam
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Fig. 1. Ericksen's Retention Contrast of Meaningful and Rote

Materials (7)

G. H. Bower and M. C. Clark demonstrated the

relationship between the use of narratives and the long-term

retention of material. The experiment tested the retention

difference between subjects learning 12 serial lists of 10

nouns each. The subjects were divided into two groups. The

control group was told simply to study and learn each serial

list. The other group was instructed to construct a

meaningful story around the words to be remembered. Both

groups were permitted as much time as was needed to learn

the lists (1-2 minutes usually).
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While both groups in the experiment had almost perfect

recall in immediate tests, later recall tests favored the

narrative group. The narrative group recalled six to seven

times as much as the control group. The researchers

attributed the increase to the thematic organization

developed through narratives (Bower and Clark 181-82).

A study of memory functions revealed that in

remembering narratives, adults constructed expectations

about what would happen in the current narrative based on

past experience with other narratives. The adult subjects

used these structures or frameworks in making sense of the

story they were hearing (Bartlett). Allan Paivio reviews

the literature and research on the impact of imagery

mediation on retention and learning. He consistently

reveals the strength of imagery mediation over verbal

mediation alone. In other words, students who were

instructed to visualize a situation or object or who were

guided through an image consistently tested higher on

measure of long-term recall performance.

Finally, in a review of literature about oral cultures

and their techniques for remembering, Egan notes the

significance of the story. He says, "If one could code the

knowledge to be passed on and embed it in a story form, then

it could be made more faithfully memorable than by other

means" ("Memory" 455). Lucien Levi-Bruhl confirms the
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findings of the studies of oral cultures noting that

narratives about the culture are "both very accurate and

very emotional" (110).

The interest in narrative is broad. The use of

narratives in lecture presents a specific look at a portion

of narrative impact on our lives. The strengths of

narrative use can counter the weaknesses found in lecture,

therefore the creation of narratives for use in lecture is

worthwhile. Narrative creation requires an understanding of

narrative form. A discussion of narrative form is covered

in the next section.

Aspects of Narrative

Literary critics focus on many aspects of narrative.

The aspects considered in this study are the general

structure of narrative and the specific elements of

narrative. Structuralist theory, in particular, is useful

to this study because structuralists identify two levels of

structure in narrative. Jonathan Culler and Seymour

Chatman use the terms "story" and "discourse" to

differentiate these two levels. "Story" designates the

underlying plot of the narrative. "Discourse" designates

the means used to render that plot. Although the story can

be rendered in sign language, dance, mime, or any other form

of discourse, in this study discourse refers to spoken

words. The distinction between the two levels of narrative
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is appropriate for this study because it facilitates

identification of the fundamental elements needed for the

creation of new narratives.

This section analyzes the aspects of narratives

included in the story level. The underlying structure and

its elements are critical to this study since didactic

narratives depend on a particular structural arrangement

that reflects the subject matter. Discourse level

information on completing a didactic narrative through

verbal elaboration and oral presentation is discussed in

Chapters Three and Four.

The distinction between narrative structure or plot and

narrative elements is made by a number of theorists.

Russian folktale analyst Vladimir Propp says narratives have

two categories of components. The first category is

"roles," which may be filled by a variety of characters, and

the second category is "functions," which constitute the

plot (20).

The tension between character and plot is apparent in

the work of several theorists. Chapter two of Aristotle's

Poetics establishes that character is secondary to plot.

Roland Barthes and Propp agree with Aristotle. Tzvetan

Todorov distinguishes two categories of narratives, the

plot-centered or apsychological and the character-centered

or psychological narrative (66). Todorov's narrative
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categories are too cumbersome. Propp's simpler notions of

role and function are more appropriate for this study. The

balance between the roles and functions in narrative will be

established by the real event or concept to be taught rather

than by the numerous possibilities suggested by the created

narrative.

Numerous theorists have analyzed narrative structure

from a variety of theoretical perspectives. The following

section reviews these theories to establish the primary form

of narrative that will be operational in this study. An

examination of narrative elements, such as characters, adds

detail to the understanding of narrative construction.

Structure of Narrative

Structure refers to the basic "shape" of a narrative.

In other words, if the events and elements that comprise a

narrative were "plotted" on a graph, the graph might be a

representation of the narrative's structure. Theorists

disagree about the relationship between narratives and

stories. For some theorists, narratives are stories, for

others they are not (Ricoeur 170, Fain 209).

The ideas in L.B. Cebik's description include elements

fundamental to many definitions of narrative and story.

Narratives are a sequence of events that are

asserted through language and then subsequently

described. The "event words" create or reflect
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the event. The description then fills in the

details. . . . Ordinarily we cannot narrate

without at least two events which we provide with

a temporal order and a conceptual connection.

(153-4)

In an experiment testing the perception of teachers and

children, Nancy Stein and Margaret Policastro determine that

for a narrative passage to be considered a story it "[has]

to contain reference to a specific animate protagonist, as

well as include a change of state in the physical

environment of the protagonist" (147). Aristotle's

definition from Poetics is most appropriate for this study.

He indicates that a story has a beginning that sets up

expectations, a middle that complicates them, and an end

that satisfies them.

Livo and Rietz define narrative structure as ". . . the

manner in which a given story binds information together

into some sort of coherent whole" (29). For the purpose of

this study, it is necessary to understand the various forms

of narrative structure that are available for narrative

creation. Several theorists discuss the importance of

beginnings, endings, and the sequence and causality of

progression.

Narrative Beginnings

Livo and Rietz insist that "a random collection of bits
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of information not organized into a conventional story shape

is denied story status" (29). Beginnings and endings make

it clear that a complete story has been told.

Edward Said credits the novel with the current concept

of beginning. He clarifies the difference between a

narrative that relates an "origin" and one that has a

"beginning." An "original" tale explains all background

information leading up to an episode. A narrative, on the

other hand, can just begin with no preceding explanation.

Didactic narratives need the freedom to begin without

preliminaries because they ultimately will be embedded

within lectures.

Walter Ong notes that oral narrative plots often begin

in medias res, or in the midst of the action (143). This

concept lends greater freedom to the creation of didactic

narratives. Kristen Langellier's explanation of the

performance features of oral personal narratives offer a

storytelling perspective on narrative beginnings. She notes

two aspects of oral narrative beginnings that have little to

do with the actual story line. Langellier suggests "cuing a

personal narrative,'" and "identifying a storytelling

tradition" (137). Phrases like "guess what happened to me"

and "my father tells this story every Christmas dinner" can

cue the beginning of a story without excessive explanations

of origin. Cuing a narrative, in particular, can be
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appropriate within the context of a lecture to prepare

listeners for a different type of interaction.

Narrative Endings

Narrative endings usually resolve the conflict

presented in the plot. Frank Kermode's The Sense of an

Ending explains the traditional pattern of closure to a

narrative. He establishes that this pattern is founded in

human thought processes. Langellier notes that unless a

narrative makes a point, it remains merely a report (135).

A didactic narrative should make a point that reflects

the subject content. Subsequent explanation of the point of

the narrative also may be appropriate in the lecture

context. David Stern addresses this issue. He discusses

the didactic power of the Jewish parable or mashal. A

mashal is a narrative that "actively elicits from its

audience the solution of its meaning, or what we could call

its interpretation" (262). Stern explains that this form

always includes a nimshal, "the so-called explanation or

solution, usually beginning with the conjunction kakh,

'similarly' . . ." (265).

The endings of didactic narratives should serve the

purpose of the lecture. Closure to the narrative should

assist listeners in fulfilling their expectations. However,

an addendum also may be needed to clarify the connection

between the narrative and the subject matter.
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Narrative Sequence and Causality

Plot sequence has received much theoretical attention.

Wallace Martin states "We know that a plot is formed from a

combination of temporal succession and causality" (81).

Gustav Freytag determined that a normal plot is depicted in

an inverted "V" shape (See Fig. 2). The narrative begins

with the setting and introduction of characters (A to B on

the graph). The conflict is introduced at letter B on the

graph. The events and complications lead to a climax in the

story at letter C. The resolution of the narrative then

leads to the conclusion (CO in the graph).

C

B

A D

Fig. 2. Freytag's "Normal" Plot Structure (Martin 81)

It is important to consider the possible affective

interpretation of causality within narratives since

affective quality enhances learning and retention. Egan

explains that the affective quality of causality is more

obvious than the logical quality.
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Causality in stories is not determined by any

obvious logical principle, but rather by affective

connections; one scene follows another, taking

their places in the affective pattern. . . .

Affective causality is, of course, parasitic on

our conceptions of 'real world' causality, but we

do not have direct access to reality, only to our

ways of representing it. (Primary Understanding

108)

Martin explores the hypothesis of whether "every

interesting story is an ambiguous deviation from the

'well-formed narratives' of everyday life" (105). The

parallel between reality and narrative represents an

underlying assumption for this study. In light of the focus

of this study, Martin's comment could be rewritten,

hypothesizing whether "every didactic narrative is an

ambiguous deviation from the well-formed narratives of

subject content." In other words, the causality structure

found in subject content essentially can become the

causality structure of the didactic narrative. Susan

Kemper's process for analyzing the causal structure of

narratives is evaluated in Chapter Three as it applies to

analyzing subject content.

The sequence and causality in didactic narratives

should reflect subject content and maintain listener
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interest. The subject content structure is a given. In

order to instill the interest factor, it may be necessary to

overlay subject content structure and accepted narrative

structure. This overlay should enable the development of a

compromise between the two.

Narrative Grammars

Theorists such as Livo and Rietz, Propp, D.E. Rumelhart

and Kemper establish narrative grammars that reflect the

beginning, middle, and end structures of narratives. Livo

and Rietz establish that "story grammars . . . can be viewed

as generative" (32). In other words, once a story pattern

is identified, any number of characters with similar

relationships can fit into the pattern to create new

stories.

Livo and Rietz identify four basic types of

episode/event sequences that are common in narratives. They

are 1) cumulative (combinations of winding, unwinding, and

repetitive), 2) event-repeat sequence (no-substitution or

substitution-types), 3) chronicle pattern, and 4)

embedded-story pattern (40-81). In the process of creating

didactic narratives, it may be helpful to compare the

relationships discovered in the subject content with these

patterns in order to identify similarities. These narrative

grammars may stimulate the transformation from subject

matter to didactic narrative.



Propp developed alphabetic type formulas to depict the

combinations of 31 identified units that make up Russian

folktales. Propp also used the method of depicting action

sequences with parallel horizontal lines. Each set of lines

represents the characters, their actions, and their

relationships. Rumelhart represents his narrative grammar

graphically with a top to bottom flow chart form. His

research concentrates on the use of story form as a strategy

for memory organization.

These graphic representations can aid in the creation

of didactic narratives. If the subject content can be

analyzed and depicted in a flow chart type graph, then the

created narrative can follow the same causal sequence of

events.

Kemper delineates a grammar of narratives from Propp

with the elements of 1) setting, 2) initiating event 3)

internal response, 4) attempt 5) consequence, and 6)

reaction (99-124). This type of grammar offers the

flexibility needed for creating many types of didactic

narratives. Particular dynamics can be inserted into the

pattern without disrupting the general flow of the

narrative.

In The Structure of Literature, William O'Malley offers

a simplification for dealing with plot structure.
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Plot is the chain of events, rising out of 'these'

characters being placed in 'this' situation and

developing through one episode after another to a

climax and a conclusion. (25)

Filling in the particulars in the above quotation provides

statement of plot. The next section examines the individual

elements of narratives in light of their use for creating

didactic narratives.

Narrative Elements

Seymour Chatman divides the narrative elements of story

into events and existents. Events are actions and

happenings within the story and existents are characters and

setting. An action is an event brought about by a

character. A happening is an event affecting the character.

The events combine in sequence to create the plot. However,

the dynamics of character and setting affect plot. The

analysis of subject content may determine the hierarchy of

priorities and dynamics influencing the plot of the didactic

narrative. Chatman's simple designations, characters and

settings, are helpful to this study. Chatman's categories

of narrative elements are manageable in the creation of

short didactic narratives.

The narrator in a narrative reveals the characters, the

setting, the actions, and the happenings. For the purpose

of this study, the narrator in a didactic narrative will
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always be the lecturer. The lecturer is the creator and

teller of the narrative and, therefore, controls the

revelation of narrative elements. The didactic narrative

can, however, be created with various points of view.

Considerations necessary for decisions about point of view

include whether the narrator is presented in first person,

third person omniscient view, or third person limited

omniscient view (Stetina 45-48).

Another consideration for the narrator is perspective.

Mary Frances HopKins simplifies the notion of perspective.

She says, "perspective refers to camera angle" (6). The

narrator can tell the story from a variety of perspectives.

The perspective may be through the eyes of a character. In

this case, the descriptions would represent what impresses a

particular character. The point of view in this case could

be either first person, as in a personal narrative, or third

person. In either case, the perspective dictates what is

revealed by the narrator. Other perspective possibilities

include over the shoulder, wide angle, close-ups, and

"object eye views."

For the purpose of this study, perspective also will

represent a philosophical stance. The lecturer may be able

to teach certain subject contents more effectively from

different perspectives or philosophical stances. The stance

represents a way of "knowing" or discovering information.
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With this aspect of perspective determined, the lecturer can

create a narrative that is consistent with his or her

attitudes about the subject content. Examples of different

philosophical perspectives are presented in Chapters Three

and Four.

Once a point of view and a perspective are

established, considerations about revealing narrative

elements can be made. Francis Gemme offers a list of ten

ways in which a character can be revealed in a narrative.

A character can be revealed:

1. By what he/she says

2. By how he/she says it

3. By physical description

4. By psychological description

5. By probing what he/she thinks

6. By what he/she does

7. By what others say about him/her

8. By his/her environment

9. By his/her reaction to others

10. By reaction of others to him/her (17)

Decisions about revealing other narrative elements will

continue to be influenced by the point of view and

perspective.

While literary critics consider many other elements of

narratives, the narrator, characters, and setting are
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sufficient for the creation of didactic narratives.

Didactic narratives are brief, obviating the need to develop

complicated elements of the narrative. The simplification

also should enhance the meaning conveyed to the listener.

These elements are the building blocks for creating

narratives. Their inclusion is important to this study. Some

models for creating narratives will be examined next.

Narrative Construction

In view of developing a new model for didactic

narrative construction, it is worthwhile to evaluate present

models that aid in narrative construction. While the

purpose for each of these models varies, some of their

elements can be adapted for use in this study's model.

Models of Narrative Construction

Most narrative construction models reflect theories

about narrative grammar, but few are designed to create a

narrative for a specific purpose, such as for use in

lecture. The most complete models found in the literature

are 1) the Roman canons of rhetoric, 2) Livo and Rietz's

story map (33-5), 3) Egan's lesson development ("Memory"

458), and 4) Smalley and Trent's construction and use of

emotional word pictures (67).

Roman Canons of Rhetoric

The Roman canons of rhetoric include inventio

(invention), dispositio (organization), elocutio (style),

memoria (memory), and pronunciatio (delivery). The canons
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provide a springboard for this study. A lecture is a form

of public speaking and can follow this classical

prescription for its overall preparation and delivery

(Penner 98-113).

The rubric of style suggests the use of examples and

illustrations for clarity of message, but does not offer

aides for developing them. The steps for preparation of even

a small narrative example begin again with the canons of

invention and organization. The development continues with

aspects of the style canon and even the lost canon of

memory. Finally, the narrative is completed in delivery.

Aspects of the canons of invention and organization are also

useful in the process of analyzing subject content before

didactic narratives are created.

Livo and Rietz's Story Mao

Livo and Rietz's story map is a flexible structure into

which narrative content may be placed. The model is a

narrative grammar of sorts and includes six elements.

1) Introduction to setting/characters

2) Problem - clarification/statement/description

of the problem

3) Event sequence - series of actions by

characters to solve the problem

4) Resolution - problem solution

5) Conclusion - the 'so what" aspect

6) Moral - formal instruction (33-35)
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A graphic configuration of a story map can reflect the

structure of the narrative and serve as a memory aid for

telling (39). This model applies most directly to creating

narratives. It offers only limited guidance for analyzing

subject content.

Egan's Lesson Development Model

Egan's model is designed specifically to aid in lesson

preparation and presentation. The model demonstrates how

the narrative can shape the overall lecture. In other

words, the entire lecture should reflect narrative grammar.

The beginning should set up expectations through effectively

engaging binary opposites. The central section should

elaborate the binary conflict through coherence and

causality. The end should bring satisfaction through

resolution or mediation (Primary Understanding 116-17).

Egan's model includes five steps.

1) Identifying importance

2) Finding binary opposites

3) Organizing content in story form

4) Conclusion

5) Evaluation ("Memory" 458)

The First two steps address analyzing subject matter, but do

not offer specific guidance.

The third and fourth steps essentially discuss creating

the narrative. These steps, again, do not offer specific
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guidance. Egan does offer some narrative invention guidance

in another text.

Achieving a satisfactory, and satisfying story

form requires discipline; it requires a conscious

structuring of a set of bits--events, characters,

descriptions--into a coherent whole. It is useful

to consider the bits and the whole separately for

a moment in order to show that what may seem to be

conflicting principles are in fact consistent.

(Educational Development 141)

Egan offers two steps to guide the transformation of

the subject matter into a narrative. The first step

includes "wild metaphoric associations, untrammeled

imagination, and as much freedom as possible in the

articulation of the bits." The second step specifies that

"in moulding these bits into a coherent story one should

encourage discipline and the imposition of formal

constraints" (Educational Development 141-42). This tension

of freedom and discipline are interesting concepts in the

transformation stage of the model.

The fifth step in Egan's lesson development model is an

important step to include for any systemic model. The

evaluation of the process of narrative creation will insure

a quality end product. Regardless of Egan's intent, the

model offers sound advice for the construction of didactic

narratives and can be adapted for this study.
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Smalley and Trent's Emotional Word Picture Construction

Smalley and Trent's model is designed to create a

narrative that reflects a particular situation. The authors

address human relations situations. The model suggests

clear analysis of the situation before creating a narrative

to express the purpose. This model is central to this study

because it contains steps to help insure that the created

narrative has an affective dimension.

Smalley and Trent use seven steps within their model.

1) Establish a clear purpose.

2) Carefully study the other person's interests.

3) Draw from the four inexhaustible wells.

4) Rehearse your story.

5) Pick a convenient time without distractions.

6) Try and try again.

7) Milk your word picture for all it's worth.

(67)

The first two steps of this model correspond to the

phase of analyzing subject content. The third step is the

only step refering to the creation of the narrative. The

concept of "four inexhaustible wells" is interesting,

however, since it offers guidance for parallel material to

match the purpose of the narrative. The four wells are 1)

the well of nature, 2) the well of everyday objects, 3) the

well of imaginary stories, and 4) the well of "remember
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when" (70-105). The emotional word pictures can be created

with parallel material from circumstances or living things

in nature; from objects used or observed in everyday life;

from totally new fictional stories; or from previous real

stories that have had an impact on the listener(s).

The third step offers guidance in the transformational

phase of this study's model. The fourth through seventh

steps inform the integration phase of this study's model.

In some ways Smalley and Trent's model is the most complete

and helpful example found in the literature. It accounts

for each stage of the process from analyzing subject content

to creating effectively stimulating narratives to presenting

the narrative. The text itself is not academically

presented, but the foundations of the model are supported by

scholarly research and practical experimentation.

These narrative construction models contribute in

various ways to the development of this study's model. The

form, content, and purpose of the models present some of the

possibilities for a model for creating and using didactic

narratives.

Summary

The process of developing any model requires an

understanding of the tenets underlying each of its

components. The model for creating and using didactic

narratives is dependent on an understanding of narrative
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form and function. The section on the impact of narrative

establishes the centrality of narrative theory in a variety

of disciplines. The section also addresses the ways in

which narrative can combat the weaknesses inherent in the

lecture method. The section on the aspects of narrative

reviews various perspectives on narrative structure and

narrative elements noting concepts central to the creation

of this study's model.

The chapter concludes with a consideration of model

form, content, and purpose. The final section reviews and

evaluates the most complete models for creating narratives

found in the literature.



CHAPTER III

THEORIES AND MODELS INFORMING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL

AND A MANUAL FOR CREATING AND USING DIDACTIC NARRATIVES

Didactic narratives are intended to reflect the meaning

and structure of a lecture's subject content. Theorists

generally agree that narratives carry a deeper meaning than

their surface content overtly indicates.

[U]nderlying stories there are abstract forms,

plots, sets of rules that determine the

structuring and organization of events to create a

particular kind of meaning. (Egan Primary

Understanding 108)

Bonnie Meyer and Elizabeth Rice explain that narratives have

grammars or "overall organizing principles" that "can be

described independently of any given content" (327).

Discovering a structure in subject content can provide

a structure for the didactic narrative. Structure for a

narrative is seen as "a strategy for retrieval of

information contained in the story" (Meyer and Rice 340).

Livo and Rietz confirm the value of the structure.

The telling of a given story is 'driven' by

structural memory. Pattern is the skeleton upon

which the teller expands, develops, and tailors

63
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the story. . . . The structure is the matrix or

framework into which the content is embedded. (28)

The linguistic concept of surface structure and deep

structure can be borrowed to help describe the relationship

between the didactic narrative structure and the underlying

subject content structure. Allan Paivio explains deep

structure.

Deep structure refers to the underlying abstract

structure, which determines the semantic

interpretation of the sentence and which can be

described in' terms of more elementary

phrase-markers from which the surface structure is

derived on the basis of the transformational

rules. (399)

Linguists and narrative theorists use the term deep

structure to analyze language and narrative respectively.

This study suggests that the subject content of a lecture

has a deep structure that can be used to generate the

surface structure of a didactic narrative.

This chapter explores the three phases needed for

creating didactic narratives from the deep structure of

subject content. The first section describes and evaluates

methods for discovering the deep structure of subject

content through analysis. The second section describes and

evaluates methods and models for transforming the deep
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structure of subject content into a parallel surface

structure of narrative content. The third section describes

techniques used to integrate a completed didactic narrative

into the lecture context.

Analyzing Subject Content

The process of discovering and developing the deep

structure of subject content is a two-fold process. The

first step breaks down the subject content into its

essential components. The second step develops the

causal structure found among those components. Models and

theories designed to inform each of these processes are

analyzed and evaluated in light of the needs of this studyT s

model.

Breaking Down Subject Content

Three fields offer theories and models that inform the

process of breaking down subject content. The field of

education uses a process called task analysis. The field of

communication uses various methods for problem solving and

information analysis that can be applied in this study.

Finally, the field of linguistics provides a model that both

breaks down and transforms subject content.

This section describes and analyzes each model or

theory for potential application in developing a model for

creating and using didactic narratives. A brief application

section accompanies the description and analysis of each
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model and theory. The example of subject content is drawn

from the field of public speaking.

The sample topic comes from a hypothetical lecture on

speech development. One of the first sections in a lecture

on speech development would be "Selecting a Subject." This

subtopic serves as the example used throughout this section.

The factual material for this example is drawn from William

DeMougeot and Victoria O'Donnell's chapter on speech

development in the University of North Texas's basic

communication textbook, COMM 1010: Communication Principles

and Practices (48-50).

A Model from the Education Field

Most educators are familiar with the process of using

task analysis to break down subject matter to units that are

teachable and learnable. Educational theorists have

described a number of variations of task analysis. This

study will concentrate on the Rational Task Analysis model

adapted by Lauren Resnick.

Lee Gregg, a proponent of task analysis notes that

". . . teachers have been searching continually for new ways

to break up tasks into teachable units" (Gregg 109).

According to Gregg, "the key concepts for many instructors

are differentiation followed by integration" (109). In many

ways task analysis is like the process needed to discover

the deep structure of subject content. Gregg identifies

three steps in task analysis.
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1) Identify component skills such that mastery of

the individual skill components assures partial

success on the task. . . . [A]ssume that the

hierarchy of skills exists and that components

are independent.

2) Introduce components one at a time.

3) Start where the learner is and build on what he

[or she] already knows and can do. (110)

Lauren Resnick defines task analysis as "the study of

complex performances so as to reveal the psychological

processes involved. . . . These analyses translate 'subject

matter' descriptions into psychological descriptions of

behavior" (51). Resnick reviews the history of task

analysis and the designs of several scholars in the field.

She develops a method called rational task analysis. This

method breaks down subject matter into a chronological order

of stimulus-response steps that lead eventually to the

expected task.

Breaking down the topic "Selecting a Subject" in this

way reveals a seven-tiered hierarchy with two to five steps

in each tier. The stimulus in the guiding tier on top is "a

wide range of possible subjects." The expected response is

"selecting a subject." In order to break down this guiding

expectation, the remaining tiers narrow the selection

process step by step.
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The breakdown in Fig. 3 demonstrates the results of

rational task analysis on this topic. The top tier shows

the task being analyzed. The phrase above the line

describes the presented stimulus and the entry below the

line describes the expected response. The second through

seventh tiers describe the chronological process suggested

by the lecture on selecting a topic.

Task analysis provides a process by which one can

separate components of a topic into chronological

stimulus-response categories. These categories indicate the

dynamics of the subject content and can be translated into

the actions and happenings of a narrative. The major

drawback of this process is the lack of guidance in breaking

down the subject matter. Although the informed lecturer

will have an intuition about the chronological breakdown of

material, much is left to chance. While no single

"correct" method for breaking down the material exists,

guidance through the process would be helpful. Task

analysis does not offer this guidance.

Models from the Communication Field

The field of public speaking encompasses processes of

inquiry and information analysis. Theorists and scholars in

communication have developed models and methods for

enhancing this important aspect of speech preparation. Four

of these models provide input into this study's emphasis on
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Ila
Wide range
of subjects

Review speaker's
knowledge

MiIa
Subjects relevant
to speaker

IIb
Wide range
of subjects

Review speaker's
experience

IIIb
Subjects relevant
to speaker

Review audience Review audience

make-up concerns

IVa
Subjects relevant
to speaker
and audience

IVb
Subjects relevant
to speaker
and audience

Review meeting Review meeting
place time of day

Ia
Wide range of
possible subjects

Select a subject

IIc IId
Wide range Wide range
of subjects of subjects

Review speaker's
interests

IIIc
Subjects relevant
to speaker

Review audience
purpose

IVc
Subjects relevant

to speaker
and audience

Review length
for the speech

Select subjects
relevant to speaker

IIId
Subjects relevant
to speaker

Review audience
expectations

IVd
Subjects relevant
to speaker
and audience

Select subjects
that fit situation

MIle
Subjects relevant
to speaker

Select subjects
relevant to audience

Va
Subjects relevant
to speaker,

audience, and
situation

Vb
Subjects relevant
to speaker,
audience, and
situation

Determine general Select subjects
purpose that can fulfill purpose

VIa
Subjects relevant
to speaker,
audience,
situation, and
general purpose

VIb
Subjects relevant
to speaker,
audience,
situation and
general purpose

Find support Select one subject

VIIa
Selected subject

VIIb
Selected subject

Examine general Select specific
purpose area of subject

VIIc
Selected subject

Select approach
to cover

VIld
Selected subject

State subject in
specific language

Fig. 3. Resnick's Rational Task Analysis Model Applied to

Sample Topic, "Selecting a Subject"
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breaking down the deep structure of subject content into its

essential components.

Watson, Pardo, and Tomovic's Process of Inquiry

This model for analyzing and organizing data uses six

steps.

1) Identity the major areas in the problem or

topic.

2) Define the major ideas in definite, concise,

operational terms.

3) Identify the factors that will be considered in

discussing the idea.

4) Collect information and data about the idea

5) Take the first order data and arrange or group

it.

6) Analyze the data.

The first step breaks the sample topic into four major

areas: 1) selecting a subject within a speaker's knowledge,

2) selecting a subject that meets audience concerns, 3)

selecting a subject that meets situational constraints, and

4) narrowing a subject to a specific purpose. Breaking down

a topic into its major areas yields categories that

eventually could be transformed into episodes of a

narrative.

The second step requires verbal definition of each of

the areas. Each definition yields a complete sentence. For
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example, "A speaker should select a topic within his or her

level of knowledge." The most basic level of building

narrative grammar is the need to have a noun and a verb (a

character and an action). This model enables the

construction of complete sentences that can be helpful in

the transformation stage of this study's model.

The third and fourth steps, identifying factors and

collecting information, produce individual components and

details about items. For example a speaker would need to

list details about their own expertise and the physical

aspects of the meeting room. Each of these factors and

corresponding details eventually may be transformed into

elements of characterization or setting within the

narrative. The fifth step, arranging or grouping data,

can assist with sequencing the narrative. The sixth step

seems redundant, but could be translated into an evaluation

step insuring parallelism between subject content structure

and narrative structure.

As with the task analysis model, the inquiry model

lacks guidance in the breakdown process. The task analysis

model breaks down the information faster and yields a

chronology that is helpful to narrative structure. In spite

of its drawbacks, the inquiry model has two major strengths.

It produces complete sentences that lead to the

transformation stage. The inquiry model also yields details



that can assist in filling out event, character, and

setting.

Katula and Martin's Conceptual Model

Flichard Katula and Celest Martin adapt Frank O'Angelo's

theory of rhetorical composition for this model. The model

develops the idea of rhetorical invention and arrangement

through "probes for conceptual patterns" (Katula and Martin

165). "Probing," say the authors, "refers to asking those

questions about a subject which will yield the information

most appropriate to the particular rhetorical situation"

(162).

Katula and Martin explain that O'Angelo's conceptual

theory of rhetoric is "a study of the relationship between

thinking and discourse" (162). D'Angelo says "one of the

tasks of the rhetorician is to relate the structure of

thought to the structure of discourse" (16). Logical

thought processes include categories that are static,

progressive, and repetitive (Katula and Martin 163). The

subdivision of each of the categories reflect what O'Angelo

calls discourse categories.

The static logical topic discourse categories are

description, definition, division into parts

(analysis), classification, exemplification, and

comparison. Four discourse categories make up the

progressive logical topics: narration, process,
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cause and effect, and syllogistic progression.

Finally, the repetitive logical topics have three

discourse categories: iteration, negation, and

alternation. (Katula and Martin 163)

The conceptual approach to probing and organizing a

topic is done through a series of questions reflecting most

of the logical discourse categories (see Fig. 4). These

probes can be used as a model for breaking down subject

content. They provide guidance that is missing in the

models evaluated previously.

Applying the probes to the sample topic, "Selecting a

Subject," produces.a narrative-like explanation. For

example, answering the process questions "How does it work?"

and "How can it be done?" can yield an answer like:

A speaker must use his or her resources to select

a subject. He or she will have to do a lot of

thinking about personal experiences and interests.

He or she will have to think about the audience

and its needs. The speaker may have to go to the

meeting place to evaluate the space constraints,

etc.

This response shapes the subject matter into a format

that could be transformed into a didactic narrative with

minor adjustments. These guiding questions assist in the
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Time Probes (time oriented ways to think about experiences or ideas)
Narration: What happened?

To whom did it happen?
When?
Where?

Process: How does it work?
How can it be done?

Cause and Effect: Why did it happen?
What is likely to happen in the future?

Static Probes (static ways to think about experiences or ideas)
Analysis: What are the parts, and how are they related to each other and to the whole?

How many parts does the topic have, and into what common serial or sequential ar-
rangement do the parts fall?

Can the parts be numbered?
Comparison: Is it similar to other things?

Is it different from other things?
Classification: What categories does it fall into?

What are the characteristics of each category?
Description: What are the physical features?

How is it organized in space?
What are its mental or emotional qualities?

Definition: To what class of things does it belong?
What features characterize it and set it off from other things

Exemplification: What are reasonable illustrations of this idea or principle?
What are some representative examples or instances of this group of things, persons, or

events?

Fig. 4. Probes for Katula and Martin's Conceptual Model (165)

breakdown process as well as create a form for easy

translation.

The discourse questions that assist the breakdown

process most are narration, process, cause and effect,

analysis, classification, description, and definition. The

description questions even include the element of affective

quality that is desired for a didactic narrative. The

discourse category probes of comparison and exemplification

can assist in the transformation phase.
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This model lacks the step-by-step organization of task

analysis and inquiry. However, it yields more quality

information because of the guidance it offers through

probing. The questions produce raw data that is ready for

structuring and eventual transformation. Many of these

probing questions can be adapted for use in this study's

model.

Holmberg's Pedagogy of Invention Model

Carl Holmberg reviews and applies Richard McKeon's

"architectonic productive arts."

An architectonic productive art is a systemic

method for recognizing the organizing principles

in the inquired subject which is itself an

organizing system. (Holmberg 229)

Holmberg applies McKeon's method in his theory of

pedagogy. Holmberg theorizes that 1) each student will have

a way of discovering and creating meaning, 2) the instructor

will have a way of discovering and creating meaning, 3) the

subject matter may have a natural way of expressing its

meaning, and 4) it is best to work for a blend of all three

angles in teaching. This blend is accomplished by

recognizing the student's view, being flexible with the

instructor's view, and teaching the subject view.

Holmberg's theory of pedagogy emerges from an

understanding of McKeon's list of four modes of thought.
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This study concentrates on the modes of thought rather than

the theory of pedagogy. The four modes of thought are 1)

metaphysical, 2) mechanistic, 3) problematic, and 4)

symbolic. Each mode represents a classical theory of

discovery or way of creating meaning. By using each mode as

a philosophical perspective, the lecturer can analyze the

subject content in different ways. As a result, different

ways of sharing a didactic narrative may emerge.

The metaphysical mode represents Plato's "dialectical"

mode that "seeks a divine thoughtful, or other-worldly

source of meaning and value" (Holmberg 231). Applying this

thought process to the sample topic may yield a series of

questions between a knowing figure and a student. A

narrative based on this mode may present a fantastic tale of

adventurous discovery in which the main character is guided

by an outside god-like force or figure.

The mechanistic mode represents a Democritus or atomist

view that is "logistic" or "reductionist" (Holmberg 231).

In other words, one reduces subject matter to its base

components in order to build meaning and understanding.

This mode applied to the sample topic would yield something

similar to what was produced through task analysis.

The problematic mode represents Aristotelian thought

that "successful discourse solves its own problem of

actualizing meaning from a realm of possible or ambiguous
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meanings" (Holmberg 231). In other words, just talking out

the subject will yield its meaning. Applying this mode to

the sample topic might yield a lengthy narration similar to

that produced by the probing questions in Katula and

Martin's model. Responding to the four modes of thought

yields a series of complete sentences. These sentences

could be analyzed for their causal sequences in order to

assist the development of the subject content structure.

The symbolic mode represents the Sophist view of

"operational" thought. "Meaning and value are generated by

a human being . . . through human signification or

symbolizing" (Holmberg 232). This mode of thought may

produce a narrative of personal experience.

While these modes of thought do not produce complete

analysis of the subject content, they do offer guidance in

perspective taking. The exercise of looking at one subject

in several ways may produce creative didactic narratives

that assist student learning.

Fritz and Weaver's Critical Thinking Model

The final model from the field of communication follows

the pattern of the Roman canons of rhetoric. Paul

Fritz and Richard Weaver suggest five skills that can guide

the analysis of subject content. "Framing" and "scenario"

skills arise from the canon of invention. "Prescription for

self analysis" and "prescription for audience analysis"
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arise from the canon of organization. Finally, the skill of

"imaging" arises from the composition, memory, and delivery

canons.

Using framing skills to examine "Selecting a Subject"

allows the lecturer to break down the subject content in

terms of "how perspectives limit or expand the

choices . . ." (Fritz and Weaver 175). This process is

similar to the way that Holmberg's modes of thought guide

perspective taking.

Using framing skills the topic could be broken down

from the perspective of what the student has to do. For

example, "The student has to think about all the things he

or she can do well" in order to select a subject. The topic

also could be broken down from the perspective of the

subject. For example, "An appropriate subject will emerge

from among the many alternatives available to the student."

In addition, the topic could be broken down from the

perspective of the lecturer and what he or she expects. For

example, "I (the lecturer) expect you (the listener) to

consider your audience as you select a subject." Each of

these perspectives will affect the way the subject content

is analyzed.

The scenario skills depend on the development of

schemata. In other words, the information that is broken
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down using framing skills is reconstructed into a

story-like whole so that the entire subject is understood in

terms of a narrative. Use of schemata is part of the next

phase of this study's model and will be considered more

thoroughly later in this chapter.

Fritz and Weaver explain that the use of scenario

skills produces a "series of hypotheses or algorithms: if

this, then that" (176). Applying scenario skills to the

sample topic might yield statements like "This is a speaker.

If the speaker selects an appropriate topic, then the

audience will respond. If the speaker speaks on a familiar

topic, the speaker will sound intelligent." These

statements eventually would cover each important area to

establish all possible relationships in covering the topic.

Prescription skills arise from the organization canon.

Fritz and Weaver suggest that as one analyzes a subject

completely, one can begin to project recommendations based

on the component elements and their relationships. The

self-analysis prescription skills might yield statements

like "As a speaker, I should select a topic from my own

field of expertise." Audience analysis prescription skills

might yield statements like "As an audience member, I would

respond to a speaker that sounds like he or she knows what

he or she is talking about." These skills, again, require

perspective taking.
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The imaging skill emerges after the topic is broken

down into its essential components and rebuilt through

scenario and prescription skills. This skill prepares a

topic for oral transmission that is effectively engaging.

This skill is used as a part of the transformation phase of

this study's model and will be discussed in greater depth

later in this chapter. Fritz and Weaver point out that

"image acts as a metaphoric code to unlock universals of

meaning in the minds of the audience" (178).

This model combines aspects from all three phases of

this study's model, analysis, transformation, and

integration. Its strength lies in its totality, rather than

in the specific guidelines that it offers. Fritz and Weaver

summarize their model in terms of its contributions to

critical thinking skills.

Framing skills reduce information to manageable

units. Scenario skills, weave disparate

information parts into a comprehensive whole.

Prescription skills meld argument with the

receptivity levels of the audience members. By

the use of imaging skills, the transmission speed

of the idea may be adjusted. (179-80)

A Model from the Linguistic Field

Charles Kneupper adapts Kenneth Pike's linguistic

theory of language called tagmemics to the idea of
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rhetorical invention. Because of its dual focus, this model

represents the communication field as well as the linguistic

field. Tagmemic theory and methods have been used in

learning languages that do not have a written form.

Tagmemic theory enables language discernment from

observations of regularities in the actual speech patterns

of a language community. Most applications of tagmemic

methods have been made to non-English languages. However,

many linguists currently are applying the method to the

English language.

Most linguistic theories analyze language based on its

smallest units. Tagmemics, however, uses a process for

analyzing language from the perspective of larger units of

meaning, like phrases or sentences. Kneupper interprets

Pike's use of tagmemics in order to classify thought

processes into three vectors (Kneupper 42).

The first vector concerns the state of unit and

suggests that we may choose to conceive of units

as either static or in process. The second vector

concerns the levels of complexity and suggests

that we may conceive of units as undifferentiated

wholes, or as systemic entities composed of parts,

or as parts of larger systemic entities. The

third vector concerns relational thinking and

suggests we may choose to compare and/or contrast

one unit with another.



Kneupper constructs his model graphically with the

intersection of the three vectors and guiding questions that

allow the users "to channel their thought processes

consciously, and to vary their perspectives systematically

in search of a fuller understanding of any subject" (43-44).

Figure 5 displays Kneupper's model.

What about this unit is
like other units?

7

What does this unit as a What makes this unit in
system have in common a system like other units

with other systems? in larger systems? How
is this system like other

systems?

O What feature(s) serve to
A differentiate the unit

from other units?

A

S
T
A
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P
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C
E
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What feature(s) serve to What feature(s) serve to
differentiate the unit as differentiate the unit

a system from other sys- and system from other
tems? units and systems?

Fig. 5. Kneupper's Tagmemic Model of Rhetorical Invention

(44)
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Applying this model to the sample topic produces many

of the same components found in the application of the other

models. The questions of process are similar to Katula and

Martin's probing questions. Viewing the topic as a system

helps develop the causal sequencing of the didactic

narrative. Questions that address future changes in the

system add an interest dimension to the understanding of the

topic and may produce interesting events in the didactic

narrative.

Kneupper's model adds two other dimensions that most

other models do not consider. Looking at the topic as a

unit in a larger system can be an important element for

working the topic into the lecture at large. Considering

this dimension as it relates to the didactic narrative may

aid in smoother integration into the lecture. The

additional dimension is relational thinking. These

questions can assist in the transformational phase discussed

later in this chapter.

Summary and Comparison of Models to Break Down Content

Each of six models have been evaluated in terms of how

they can contribute to breaking down subject content.

The evaluations have been based on the efficiency of the

break down process as well as how the results would inform

didactic narrative construction. The model formats also

have been evaluated for their workability.
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All models except Holmberg's produce a fairly complete

breakdown of information. Some-results inform aspects of

narrative structure or plot. The aspects of

character-action format, episode format, sequencing format,

and causal structure are found in various models.

Watson, Pardo, and Tomovic's Inquiry Model and Katula

and Martin's Conceptual Model produce character-action

format. The Inquiry Model produces episode format. The

Rational Task Analysis Model, the Inquiry Model, and

Kneupper's Tagmemic Model produce a sequencing format. The

Rational Task Analysis Model and Fritz and Weaver's Critical

Thinking Model produce causal structure.

Some models inform the narrative elements of

characterization, setting, perspective, and affective

quality. Analysis using the Inquiry Model and the

Conceptual Model produces results that inform

characterization. Analysis using the Inquiry Model informs

setting. Holmberg's Pedagogy of Invention Model, the

Critical Thinking Model and the Tagmemic Model inform the

element of perspective. Finally, the Conceptual Model and

the Critical Thinking Model inform affective quality.

Step-by-step organization, guiding questions, and

evaluation are elements of model format that are appropriate

to this study's model. The Rational Task Analysis, Inquiry,
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and Tagmemic Models all provide examples of step-by-step

organization. The Conceptual and Tagmemic Models offer

guiding questions. The Inquiry Model contributes an element

of evaluation.

Two models contain elements that inform the other two

phases of this study's model. The Conceptual Model informs

the transformation phase. The Tagmemic Model informs both

the transformation phase and the integration phase. Each of

these models contribute to the development of this study's

model for creating didactic narratives.

Once subject content has been broken down into its

component parts, the lecturer must determine the causal

structures that link the various components. This step in

analyzing subject content is informed by models and theories

discussed in the next section.

Developing Causal Structures From Subject Content

Cebik points out that by studying causal sequences in

narratives "we may discover the conditions that make

possible the creation and understanding of narratives"

(151). This observation is important to the purpose of this

study. With subject content broken down, most of the

aforementioned models do not create a structural pattern

that easily can be transformed into a narrative.

Tom Trabasso, Tom Secco, and Paul Van DerBroek

determine that in immediate testing, stories with more
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causal relationships are recalled fifty percent better than

stories without causal structure. One week later, the

recall of causally structured narratives was sixty percent

better (96-97).

Trabasso, Secco, and Van DerBroek's study is important

because it demonstrates the relationship between causality

in narratives and memorability. However, their complicated

graphic displays to notate causality in narratives are too

complicated for this study's model (83-111). John Holloway

produced another complicated model of narrative causal

structure. Holloway's chart shows the interrelatedness of

the events and character belief systems within a narrative

(24-25). This model also is too cumbersome for this study's

model.

Susan Kemper develops a three-step process to analyze

the causal structure of narratives. First, she breaks down

the narrative into clauses using syntactic criteria. Kemper

uses main and subordinate clauses; participial, infinitival,

and noun phrase compliments; and tensed and untensed phrases

to classify the causal structure. As her second step,

Kemper classifies each clause as 1) an action (A), 2) a

physical state (PS), or 3) a mental state (MS).

"Actions include both the actions of human or other

animate beings as well as natural or social processes. . .

[Tjhey can be expressed by verbs in the present tense"
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(Kemper 114). Physical states are "enduring, observable

properties and characteristics of objects, places, and

events" (Kemper 114). Mental states are "enduring,

unobservable properties in humans or other sentient beings"

(Kemper 114).

With the classifications determined, Kemper's third

step constructs the causal event chain underlying the

narrative. Her causal event taxonomy includes resultant

causation (A to PS), initiation causation (A to MS, or PS to

MS), enablement causation (PS to A), and motivation

causation (MS to A). If physical or mental states or action

are missing, Kemper repairs the chain by inserting an

"inferred action or state" (IA, IPS, or IMS) (114).

Kemper's three-step process to analyze the causal

structure of narratives could be applied to the information

developed from the breakdown of subject content. The

subject content information could be broken down into its

essential components and then restructured into a phrase by

phrase narrative-type explanation. Kemper's process

subsequently could be applied to determine the shape of the

causal structure.

One additional step in creating the causal structure of

subject content is its visual graphing or ploting. Seymour

Chatman's narrative event structure warrants consideration

(see Fig. 6). Chatman uses a top to bottom figure with a
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vertical line representing the flow of the narrative. Small

squares that connect the vertical line are called kernels.

Kernels are narrative moments that give rise to

cruxes in the direction taken by events. They are

nodes or hinges in the structure, branching points

which force a movement into one of two (or more)

possible paths. (Chatman 53)

begin

T

end

Fig. 6. Chatman's Configuration of Narrative Event Structure

(54)

A minor plot event is notated by a black dot either on

the line of connected action or alongside with an arrow

pointing up or down. Chatman calls these minor plot events

"satellites." He says, "Satellites entail no choice, but

are solely the workings-out of the choices made at the

kernels" (54). Chatman offers a succinct explanation of his

Figure.
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The kernels are the squares at the top of each

circle. The circle is the complete narrative

block. Kernels are connected by a vertical line

to indicate the main direction of the story-logic;

oblique lines indicate possible but unfollowed

narrative paths. Dots are satellites: those on

the vertical lines follow the normal sequencing of

the story; those outside the lines, with arrows

attached, are anticipatory or retrospective of

later or earlier kernels (depending upon which way

the arrow points). (55)

This type of graph could be used to represent the

causal structure of the subject content. A visual

configuration of the inherent causal structure of the

subject content would enable the lecturer to produce a

parallel narrative structure. This parallel construction is

addressed in the transforming phase.

Transforming Subject Content

Transformation is, by far, the most creative phase of

this study's model. However, the steps within this phase

should be approached systematically in order to produce a

didactic narrative that appropriately reflects the subject

content and serves the teaching/learning process well.

Three steps are needed to complete the transformation

of subject content to didactic narrative. First, a
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metaphoric leap must be made from the subject content to a

parallel narrative representation. Next, a narrative

structure should be completed by identifying significant

subject content components and determining parallel elements

within the metaphor. Finally, completing the narrative

requires adaptation, elaboration, and evaluation.

The Metaphoric Leap

Once the lecturer determines the essential components

of the subject content structure, he or she must discover a

parallel narrative representation. The use of metaphor

construction can inform this discovery. Metaphor

construction requires that a leap be made from a known

subject to an unknown parallel subject. The chasm between

the known and the unknown can be bridged by imagination.

Although imagination is the bridge, it must be tempered with

cognitive understanding and aided by guiding probes.

Theories and models for relational thinking and creating

analogies and metaphors can assist in this process.

Relational Thinking

The metaphoric leap is embedded in the process of

relational thinking. By considering how the relationships

and dynamics of subject content are similar to other

relationships or dynamics outside of the subject content, a

lecturer can start the process of transformation. A

reconsideration of Kneupper's Tagmemic Model informs the
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transformational phase. Kneupper includes probes that

compare and contrast each of the other dimensions of

analysis of the subject content (see Fig. 5). These probes

help promote relational thinking, but do not facilitate an

organized collection of possibilities for each narrative

element.

The Forced Association Model in Thelma Epley's Models

for Thinking assists in organizing specific elements for

translation (9-12). The model is designed to aid in problem

solving, but could be adapted as a relational thinking tool.

Epley uses a matrix design to facilitate organized response

(See Fig. 7). The general problem is stated in a space at

the top left corner of the matrix. The component parts of

the problem are listed in boxes lining the left side of the

matrix. Random words are listed across the top of the

matrix (to the right of the statement of the problem). The

matrix is used like a multiplication table in order to force

thinking that combines two concepts that intercept. Finally,

a row of boxes is provided for "new thinking" that seeks to

solve the original problem.

This model could be adapted for this study if the

essential components of the subject content were listed down

the left side and each narrative element was listed across

the top. The remaining boxes could be filled in with ideas

stemming From the relational thinking probes adapted From
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PROBLEM RANDOM WORDS OR OBJECTS NEW THINKING

A. B. C.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Fig. 7 Epley's Form for the Forced Association Model (12)

Kneupper's model. The adaptation of Epley's matrix lacks a

direct formula for translating subject content elements into

narrative elements. However, formulas for creating

analogies and metaphors may inform this process.

Creating Analogies and Metaphors

Analogies can be effective learning aids in the

classroom. Stella Vosniadou and Marlene Schommer study the

way analogies affect learning in young children. While the

study does not apply to this section, the graphs of

explanatory analogies help show the relationships between

subject content and corresponding analogies (See Fig. 8).

Graphs like these may help evaluate the final comparison

between subject content components and corresponding

narrative elements.
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An Infection is like a War

War

Enemy Country
Soldiers (fight) soldiers

Soldiers Win

War Ends

Infection

Germs WhiteBlood
(fight) Cells

WhiteBlood Cells
Win

Infection Heals

The Stomach is like a Blender

Blender

Breaks down food

Focd is put in is cut down

is pushed cut

Stomach

Breaks down food

Food comes in ------- is cut down

is pushed out

Fig. 8.

(527)

Vosniadou and Schommer's Explanatory Analogies

Epley's text contributes a specific model for creating

analogies. She provides boxes to create relational

analogies in the form of "A is to B as C is to D." Epley

gives examples of analogies and suggests creating analogies

based on 1) purpose, 2) cause and effect, 3) part-whole, 4)

part-part, 5) action to object, 6) object to action, 7)

synonyms, 8) antonyms, 9) place, 10) degree, 11)

characteristic or attribute, 12) sequence, 13) grammar, 14)

number, and 15) association. Epley's discussion of the

specific types of analogy broadens thinking. The box

format helps organize response. Probes that assist the

formula are lacking in this model.
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The final model for constructing metaphors guides

creativity--a strength absent from previous models.

Jonathan Culler defines a metaphor as "a combination of two

synedoches: it moves from a whole to one of its parts to

another whole which contains that part, or from a member to

a general class and then back again to another member of

that class" (180-81).

This definition insinuates two separate formulas for

creating different types of metaphors. The first formula

includes four steps: 1) state the component, 2) define the

class(es) to which it belongs, 3) list other members of that

class, and 4) select the most appropriate corresponding

member to fit the purpose. The second formula includes

similar steps: 1) state the component, 2) state the part(s)

that make up the component, 3) list anything else that has

the same part(s), and 4) select the most appropriate

corresponding part to fit the purpose.

Culler mentions that the first type of metaphor is

more popular. The first type probably has greater

application for creating didactic narrative since lecturers

would be more accustomed to its use. Culler's model does

not tie the component to a narrative element. Culler's

model may provide the guidance needed in Epley's Forced

Association Model.
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The creation of analogies and metaphors often is left

to creative chance. Some combinations of these models could

guide the transformational process and facilitate organized

response.

Establishing Narrative Structure

An attempt already has been made to represent the

subject content structure visually. Chatman's figure

assists in that process. However it does not represent

the intricacies of narrative structure. Scholars have

studied the shape of narrative structure from different

perspectives. Literary critics have analyzed recurring

motifs and organizational patterns in narratives.

Psychologists and educators have analyzed the structure of

the narratives projected by human thought processes and how

they inform cognitive structure and learning patterns.

Representative studies in each of these areas are analyzed

in this section to assist in the transformational step of

establishing a narrative structure from the subject content

structure.

Motifs and Organizational Patterns

Literary critics have studied the structure of existing

narratives in oral and written cultures to discover a number

of identifiable motifs (MacDonald, Propp). The motif

"introduces a recognizable and universal circumstance" (Livo

and Rietz 16). The motif exists at the deep structure of
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the narrative. It represents the underlying meaning of the

content of the narrative.

Several narratives with different characters and

settings may represent the same motif. For example, the

motif of the oppressed triumphing over circumstances is

found often in folktales from different cultures. Vladimir

Propp identifies a number of recurring motifs in Russian

folktales. Margaret Read MacDonald presents an index to the

subjects, titles, and motifs of folktales for children.

James Hillman, a Jungian psychologist, explores the

typical patterns of narratives in order to discover the deep

mental organizing factors of the human psyche. Motifs are

linked to these organizing factors. While the existence of

motifs may inform the possible underlying meaning

of any narrative, it will have limited application to this

study. However, understanding the motif's structure is

necessary when an analogy can be drawn between the structure

of the subject content and a universal motif. The subject

content structure may not lend itself to identified motifs,

so alternative directions are explored in this section.

Norma Livo and Sandra Rietz analyze the organizational

patterns of a number of stories in order to assist

storytellers. These patterns also may inform the creation

of new narratives. Livo and Rietz's episode/event sequences
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discussed in Chapter Two of this study, also may be helpful

at this point. The authors list four basic arrangements and

variations found in many stories (Livo and Rietz 40-81).

The four patterns are cumulative, event-repeat, chronicle,

and embedded story. The arrangements may stimulate an

understanding of the subject content structure and ways in

which it can be expressed in narrative structure. Again,

however, the subject content structure may not lend itself

to identified patterns or arrangement.

Schema Theory

The model for creating and using didactic narratives

needs an alternative that allows construction of subject

content and corresponding narrative structures. Schema

theory includes exploration of narrative structure. Schema

depends on the break down of subject content in order to

reconstruct a memorable framework in story form.

Donald Norman, Donald Gentner, and Albert Stevens list

criteria for the structure of schemata.

A schema provides a framework on which to

interrelate different elements of information

about a topic into one conceptual unit.

A schema consists of statements about the

important features of the unit, the functions of

the unit, rules for selection and rules for use.

Functional schemata will often contain a
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conditional statement and sets of events that are

to be performed according to the status of the

conditional state. (183-84)

Norman, Gentner, and Stevens construct graphic

representations of the schema of particular sentences. The

structures represent the agent, the event, the cause, the

object, and the result is expressed in a sentence. Their

designs generally have a left to right structure and attempt

to display all causal relationships (179-81). The graphic

representation of each element in a sentence is helpful to

this study. Norman, Gentner, and Stevens' structures,

however, are too cumbersome for the purpose of this study.

Jean Matter Mandler constructs a more usable model

in Stories, Scripts, and Scenes: Aspects of Schema Theory.

Mandler uses eight terms that describe the constituents of

story structure: 1) story, 2) episode, 3) beginning, 4)

development, 5) complex reaction, 6) goal path, 7) outcome,

and 8) ending. These terms are used in Mandler's

explanation of story grammars, which clarifies her model for

representing story structure.

Traditional stories begin with a setting, which

introduces a protagonist and other characters, and

often includes statements about the time and

locale of the story. The setting is followed by

one or more episodes that form the overall plot
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structure of the story. . . . An episode has a

beginning constituent, consisting of one or more

events. This constituent is followed by a

development, which in turn has several parts.

Within the development the first thing that

happens is that the protagonist reacts in some way

to the events of the beginning. Occasionally this

response is merely a simple reaction (anger, fear,

or some other emotion) that causes the protagonist

to perform some action. More typically, however,

a complex reaction occurs; that is, the simple

reaction causes the protagonist to set up a goal

to do something about the beginning event(s).

There follows a goal path, which consists of an

attempt to reach the goal and the outcome of that

attempt (either success or failure). The episode

comes to a close with an ending constituent, which

provides some kind of commentary on the preceding

events . . . [or] the long-range consequences of

the episode. . . . (22)

Each of Mandler's constituents of story structure can

be used to represent any narrative (see Fig. 9). Each

constituent is connected temporally or causally. In Figure

7 the temporal connections are indicated with an "A" for

"and." The causal connections are indicated with a "T" for
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"then," or a "C" for cause. The "then" connections are more

loosely connected than the "cause" connections.

STORY

SETTING A EPISODE

EPISODE) EPISODE

BEGINNING C DEVELOPMENT C ENDING BEGINNING DEVELOPMENT ENDING

COMPLEX C GOAL COMPLEX GOALREACTION PATH REACTION PATH

SIMPLE C GOAL ATTEMPT C OUTCOME SIMPLE C GOAL ATTEMPT OUTCOMEREACTION REACTION

Fig. 9. Mandler's Two-Episode Story Structure (25)

This graphic arrangement also might be used to depict

subject content, creating the structure needed for a

didactic narrative. The graphic representation does not

reflect characters directly. However, characters are

represented in the reaction and goal path constituents.

With some adaptation, Mandler's model can be useful to this

study. It provides an uncomplicated method for graphically

representing the elements of story structure.

The process of transforming subject content structure

to narrative structure can be smooth if the initial analysis

is done in light of the various constituents needed for the

didactic narrative. The development of a parallel structure
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that both represents the subject content and serves as

springboard for the narrative lays the foundation for

completing the narrative.

Completing the Narrative

Once the lecturer makes the metaphoric leap and adapts

a narrative structure from the subject content structure,

the didactic narrative can be completed. Livo and Rietz

call this concept storying.

'Storying' is an act. It is what we do to

information when we transform it into a story-- we

story events. Reconfiguration of the memory of an

event into the shape of 'story' helps us to better

remember the event. (5)

Completing the narrative entails adaptation,

elaboration, and evaluation to make the final

adjustments in the developing narrative. The narrative

should be adapted to the specific audience. Descriptions of

characters, setting, and action should be elaborated to

enhance interest and the narrative should be instilled with

an affective quality. Finally, several things should be

considered in evaluating the narrative before integration.

This stage should be approached with an ongoing awareness of

the ultimate purpose of the didactic narrative, to represent

and teach the subject matter.
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Adapting the Narrative

Adapting all of the narrative elements to the narrative

structure will take trial and error. With ample metaphors

and analogies, a selection can be made that will create a

workable combination of elements. If certain transformed

elements do not work together, then parts of the process may

need to be repeated.

Audience analysis should be included in

the adaptation stage. Julia Wood emphasizes analyzing

listeners as part of planning public communication. She

lists ten probing questions to stimulate thought concerning

audience values, goals, experiences, and expectations

(259-60). Adaptations should be made to the narrative as

the lecturer considers items like the age and knowledge

level of his or her listeners. For example, descriptions of

characters could be adapted to reflect values that are

relevant to the listener.

Elaboration of the Narrative

As the narrative elements begin to flow together in

story form, some may require further elaboration for the

aesthetics and affective quality of the presentation. Some

theories and models inform the elaboration process.

Bob Eberle's adaptation of the "SCAMPER Checklist"

encourages elaboration (15). The probes evolve from an

acrostic of the word "scamper": substitute; combine; adjust;
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magnify, minify, and/or modify; put to other uses; eliminate

and/or elaborate; reverse and/or rearrange. Each of the

suggestions are designed to broaden thinking about the

possibilities for elaboration. Although elaboration is

important, it should not overshadow the point of the

didactic narrative.

Epley's Elaboration Model also may assist with this

stage (See Fig. 10).

A. B

D. C.

Fig. 10. Epley's Elaboration Model (4)

Epley's directions for using the model include four steps.

1) Write the item, idea or statement to be

elaborated in the middle of the model.
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2) In the space surrounding, add 10 details,

adjectives, ideas, or whatever is needed to

build on the original notation.

3) Brainstorm; use attribute listing, scamper

techniques, or some other way of sparking and

engendering new ideas. Note these extensions

in the areas A, B, C, and D.

4) Using the ideas from the Elaboration Model,

develop your original item or idea into an

elaborated, more detailed, complex form. (2)

Information derived from The Elaboration Model also should

not overshadow the point of the narrative.

Including an affective quality in the narrative is

another important element of elaboration. A number of

scholars suggest the use of imagery as a part of effective

learning. Joseph Lowman notes that "the classroom

instructor uses emotion to engage students' attention

fully . . ." (74). He emphasizes the use of imagery.

Like most of us, college students remember images

longer than they remember words, and instructors

can aid their recall by pairing abstract content

with emotionally tinged associations and vivid

images whenever possible. (74)

Affective imagery stimulates the right hemisphere of the

brain for a more complete learning experience (Paivio;

Stein; Howell).
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Imagery often is thought of as visual in form.

However, Cornelius Cunningham points out that imagery or

sensory appeals can be projected in ten different ways.

1) Visual--appeal to the sense of sight

2) Auditory--appeal to the sense of hearing

3) Tactile--appeal to the sense of touch

4) Olfactory--appeal to the sense of smell

5) Gustatory appeal to the sense of taste

8) Equilibrium--appeal to the sense of balance

7) Organic--appeal to the sense of internal

reaction

8) Kinaesthetic--appeal to the sense of strain or

muscular exertion and/or involvement

9) Kinetic--appeal to the sense of total body

motion

10) Thermal--appeal to the sense of temperature,

either heat or cold

Cunningham stresses that imagery is "the way in which words

are made to 'come alive'" (26). These types of imagery

can be incorporated to elaborate elements within the

competed narrative.

Finally, transmission enhances the affective

quality of narratives (Schram 38). Expressive physical

delivery and emphasis on certain words and descriptions can

stimulate listener interest. The lecturer can use facial
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expression, gestures, movement, and vocal emphasis

throughout the oral presentation to enhance the affective

quality.

Evaluating the Narrative

Evaluating the narrative is an important stage of the

transformational phase. The lecturer must assess the degree

to which the narrative parallels the subject content as

well as the aesthetic quality of the narrative. The

narrative must be true to the subject content, yet still

remain interesting and meaningful to the listener.

Harold Toliver reminds his readers that the process of

discovery in a narrative is an important part of the plot.

He says, "The cerebral processes of minds working in

collaboration to uncover mysteries are of as much concern as

the happenings themselves" (94). As the narrative is

completed, this idea of discovery should be built into the

plot. The audience will feel a sense of anticipation and

discovery if the narrative includes 1) repetition,

2) episodes with parallel structure, 3) suspense, and

4) opportunities for listener response.

Evaluation should include constant comparison between

the original subject content and the evolving didactic

narrative. If parallels are consistent and the affective

quality is apparent, then the didactic narrative should be

ready for integration into the lecture.
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Integrating the Narrative

Effective integration of the didactic narrative into

the lecture depends on the quality of the interaction

between lecturer and listener. Dedmon says that "a lecture

ought to be approached as a form of speechmaking" (192). He

continually emphasizes the communication process.

As a process, oral communication is dynamic,

on-going, and two-way; it involves a speaker and

listener, a sender and a receiver. The listeners

and listening are as important as the speaker and

speaking. (192)

Effective integration of the didactic narrative

includes three elements. First, the lecturer should

consider appropriate placement of the completed narrative

into the lecture format. Next, the lecturer should analyze

how the situation informs the telling of the narrative.

Finally, the lecturer should consider presentational skills

for effective integration.

Appropriate Placement of the Narrative

Because the didactic narrative is only a small part of

the entire lecture, it should be placed carefully for

effective presentation. The discourse preceding the

narrative should lead smoothly to the "framing" remarks that

begin the narrative (Langellier 137). Similarly, the ending

of the narrative should blend easily into the remaining
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discourse of the lecture. The discussion of beginnings and

endings is found in Chapter Two. Kneupper's Tagmemic Model

includes probing questions concerning the "unit as a larger

system" (See Fig. 5). These questions can assist decisions

about narrative placement in the lecture.

Analysis of the Situation

The analysis of the situation is an important part of

any public presentation. The information gathered can

affect the language use and perspective of the speaker. In

Human Communication: a Symbolic Interactionist Perspective,

Wood places high priority on the evaluation of situation.

She explains that situations may include external factors

like people, objects, events, and conditions. Wood also

points out that situations include internal factors like

attitudes and responses from the audience (38-39). Although

audience analysis began in the adaptation stage of the

transforming phase, situation analysis also includes

consideration of the audience.

The analysis of the situation should take place both as

a matter of planning and as a matter of immediate response

during the lecture. Strategies to handle external and

internal factors can be projected in a planning stage of

integration. For example, the lecturer can overcome some of

the difficulties of a large lecture hall by planning

expressive bodily movement during the narrative
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presentation. The lecturer could plan to integrate some

comments about the current campus controversy into the

narrative in order to overcome possible listener apathy.

Planning ahead for possible situational factors will

enable the lecturer to react more quickly during actual

presentation. Sensitivity to audience response, lecture

room limitations, and spontaneous circumstances will enable

a more effective delivery of the didactic narrative and the

lecture as a whole.

Several narrative theorists concur about the importance

of the situation in public presentation. Marie Maclean

maintains that the narrative transaction creates much of the

meaning of the narrative due to the dynamic between the

teller and the audience (1-42). Ross Chambers goes beyond

the "grammar" of the narrative to include the "situation" or

"context" of the telling as a contributing factor in the

meaning of the narrative (3-17). Peter Brooks appeals to

the need for more research in this area.

The shapes taken by stories and the reasons for

their telling suggest the need to explore more

fully the narrative situation--narrative in

situation between teller and listener--and the

kinds of reaction and understanding that

narratives appear to want to elicit. (216)
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Even though analysis of the external factors in

situation is needed, most theorists link analysis of the

situation with an analysis of the audience. Livo and Rietz

explain the relationship between the teller and the

audience.

Although the storyteller works within the

framework of story content and structure and must

observe the rules of the telling, the audience

owns the story. What happens in any give storying

will depend upon the situation of the telling--the

integrated context in which the telling takes

place. (8-9)

The use of didactic narratives is, in itself, a

response to audience needs. This responsiveness to the

audience should continue during the actual presentation of

the narratives. Robert Beauchamp shares an example of

effective response to an audience. The example is drawn from

the teaching ministry of Jesus of Nazareth.

Jesus was instructing his followers, many of whom

were unable to comprehend abstractions. To help

them, Jesus, first of all, created stories and

situations his audience could understand in terms

of their backgrounds. . . . Through stories,

Jesus was able to make what would otherwise be

obscure and vague ideas and principles clear so
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that his followers could apply them to their own

lives. (34)

Livo and Rietz summarize the importance of responding to

audience needs saying, "The teller must integrate elements

of language, paralanguage, story structure and content, and

negotiation with the audience to make the story" (21).

Presentational Skills

During the actual telling of the didactic narrative, a

lecturer can integrate both vivid delivery and audience

participation. Joseph Lowman notes that "superb lecturers

share many qualities with storytellers" (92). He offers

several concrete suggestions covering vocal skills,

paralinguistics, and interaction with students that can

inform the process of integrating the narrative into lecture

(75-86, 89-92). For example, Lowman suggests some voice

improvement exercises, like reading aloud in a large room

using various expressive qualities and volume levels (80).

Specific suggestions for good story telling also inform

this process. Anway Jones lists the qualities of a good

storyteller as imagination, perception and insight,

enthusiasm and spontaneity, and concentration. Livo and

Rietz note the active quality of the oral narrative.

Oral [narratives] make noises, assume postures,

and voice effects; they move, bend, and breathe.

The oral [narrative] is soft and malleable. It
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yields to the pleasures and needs of its audience.

(115)

Livo and Rietz note the many aspects of oral

presentation that the teller must consider for an effective

telling. The storyteller should consider 1) the conventions

of oral language, 2) paralinguistic effects, 3) the balance

between the narration and the character talk and activity,

4) ritual language, 5) story mood and tone, and 6) audience

interaction (95-100, 111-26). Both Lowman and Livo and

Rietz stress the importance of eye contact throughout the

telling (Livo and Rietz 11, Lowman 89).

Langellier lists some performance features of oral

narratives that can inform lecture integration as well. She

includes the use of narrative detail through vivid language,

dialogue and characterization, appeals to the shared

knowledge of the audience, repetition of parallel phrases or

grammatical units, paralinguistic features, and gesture

(Langellier 137-38).

Finally, Livo and Rietz encourage the use of audience

participation in storytelling. According to theses authors,

the elements within narratives that compel audience

participation are coaction, bantering, eye contact,

questioning, and editorializing (106-110).

Audience coaction happens when the audience mirrors the

performance of the lecturer by saying the same words or
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performing the same actions. Audience members may

participate in coaction when the narrative is repetitious,

or when particular characterizations are vivid in vocal or

physical expressions. Bantering is promoted when the teller

encourages editorial-type comments from the listeners.

For example, if an audience member comments "Oh, no!," then

the teller breaks from the action long enough to reply,

"Oh, yes!"

Direct eye contact with audience members not only

promotes attention, but also promotes verbal and non-verbal

response. A lecturer also could use direct or rhetorical

questioning to encourage response. Participation also may

be promoted by the lecturer's interjection of editorial-type

comments about the narrative. Editorializing could promote

bantering.

Effective integration of the didactic narrative is

dependent on the lecturer's interaction with the audience.

A lecturer can complete the process of using didactic

narratives with appropriate placement of the narrative

within the lecture, analysis of the situation, and vivid

presentational skills.

Summary

The model for creating and using didactic narratives is

composed of three phases: 1) analyzing subject content, 2)
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transforming the subject content structure into narrative,

and 3) integrating the completed narrative into lecture.

Numerous theories and models inform the development of the

three phases.

Research from several fields informs the analyzing

phase. Several theorists suggest methods for breaking down

subject content into its essential components. Other

theorists provide methods for analyzing the causal

structure within the subject content. The transformation

phase includes the processes of adaptation, elaboration, and

completion of the narrative. Theories from a variety of

disciplines informs each of these stages. The integration

phase is informed by theories and methods that direct

placement of the narrative within the lecture, analysis of

the situation, and final presentation of the narrative.



CHAPTER IV

A MODEL AND MANUAL FOR CREATING AND USING

DIDACTIC NARRATIVES

The foundation for the model for creating and using

didactic narratives is established in an understanding of

the form and function of narratives. This foundation is

discussed in Chapter Two. Chapter Two establishes the

strong impact of narratives on our lives. The chapter also

reviews the aspects of narrative structure and narrative

elements that inform the outcome of this study's model.

Finally, the chapter evaluates existing models adapted for

creating narratives.

The understanding of narrative form and function

substantiates the need for three phases in the model for

creating and using didactic narratives. Chapter Three

describes, compares, and evaluates theories and models for

each phase of creating and using didactic narratives. The

first phase addresses analyzing the subject content from

which the didactic narrative will be created. The theories

and models reviewed for phase one address breaking down

subject content to its essential components and, preparation

for the transforming phase, determining the underlying

structure of the subject content.

115
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The transformation phase begins with the metaphoric

leap from the subject content elements to narrative

elements. Models and methods for promoting relational

thinking assist in this stage. The next stage transforms

the subject content structure into a parallel narrative

structure. The third stage of the transformation phase

addresses completing the narrative through elaboration,

adaptation, and evaluation.

The last phase, integration, addresses appropriate

placement of the narrative within the lecture context. It

also considers the significance of situation analysis.

Finally, the integration phase notes certain presentational

skills that assist in effective presentation of the didactic

narrative.

The Model and the Manual

The model is organized into the three phases

mentioned above. Five worksheets assist in various stages

of the model. Several steps have corresponding exercises

containing guiding probes. The elements for each phase of

this model are adapted and synthesized from many of the

theories and models reviewed in Chapters Two and Three.

References for certain elements are designated in this

chapter's endnotes.

The model appears in two forms in this chapter. First,

the chapter includes a graphic representation of the model
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and an explanation of how it functions. Next, the chapter

includes a manual to accompany the model. The manual

contains a more thorough explanation of each phase of the

model along with worksheets and exercises. The manual is

designed to guide the user step-by-step from analysis of

subject content through integrating a didactic narrative

into a lecture. Finally, the chapter offers commentary on

the construction of the model. An example application of

the model is found in the appendix.

A Model for Creating and Using Didactic Narratives

The Model for Creating and Using Didactic Narratives

assumes a spiral shape (See Fig. 11). The numbered stations

designate each major function within the model. Lines with

arrows indicate the progression of the process.

The model begins with a rectangle representing the raw

subject content. Station two represents the analysis phase.

The subdivided rectangle indicates the breakdown of the

subject content into its essential components and its

underlying organizational structure.

The second phase, transforming the subject content

structure into a completed didactic narrative, corresponds

to the next three stations of the model. The third station

indicates the metaphoric leap from the analyzed subject

content structure to parallel narrative idea. The three

sets of geometric figures at the third station represent the
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various metaphoric possibilities available to the lecturer.

Because of space limitations, the model represents only

three of the many possible ideas available to the lecturer.

The fourth station represents the process of narrative

structure development. The fourth station indicates that a

selection was made from among the alternatives generated at

the metaphoric leap stage. At this stage, the lecturer

transforms the idea from the metaphoric leap into a

narrative structure that parallels the subject content

structure. The parallel between the narrative structure and

the subject content structure is depicted by the overlay of

the four circles and the shape used to indicate the analyzed

subject content.

The final stage of the transforming phase is

represented at station five in the graphic model.

Completing the narrative includes adapting the narrative to

the audience and instilling an affective quality. In

addition, the process includes elaborating and evaluating

the narrative.

The completion of the narrative is indicated by the

blackening of the four circles. The analyzed subject

content structure, from station two, appears in broken lines

surrounding the blackened circles. This graphic structure

indicates that the completed didactic narrative has been

evaluated in relation to the subject content structure.
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The integration phase begins with a human silhouette

representing the lecturer. The graphic structure at the

sixth station represents the didactic narrative integrated

into lecture. The large rectangle denotes the lecture

context. The small version of the blackened circles

symbolizes the didactic narrative embedded within the

lecture. The circles are smaller because using the didactic

narrative is a technique embedded in the lecture to help

listener's understand the information presented by the

lecturer.

The process of delivery progresses from the lecturer

silhouette through the integrated didactic narrative to the

listeners represented at station seven. The listener

silhouettes face the lecturer, symbolizing their reception

of the lecture and the embedded didactic narrative. The

graphic structures at station seven symbolize the listeners'

understanding of the didactic narrative and its relation to

the subtopics of the subject content. Understanding in the

minds of the listeners is represented by the four blackened

circles from station five surrounded by the analyzed subject

content structure from station two.

The final station indicates the feedback provided by

the listeners that affects the lecturer's delivery of the

subject content and the didactic narrative. Preparation for

response to this feedback is developed as part of the
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integrating phase. The spiral form of the model creates a

form similar to the symbol for infinity, the sideways figure

eight. This symbol indicates that the creation and use of

didactic narratives is an ongoing process, subject to

continued revision.

This model represents each phase and stage in the

creation and use of didactic narratives. Models, by

definition, are general (Wood 23). Therefore, the

accompanying manual offers a step-by-step guide for the

lecturer creating and using didactic narratives. The manual

fleshes out each phase and stage represented in the model.

Five worksheets and 19 exercises are adapted from the models

and theories reviewed in Chapters Two and Three.

The phases and stages of the manual correspond to each

major station of the Model for Creating and Using Didactic

Narratives. Stations one and two correspond to phase one,

"Analyzing Subject Content." Station two represents the

process enabled by the Subject Content Structure Worksheet.

Stations three, four, and five correspond to the three

stages of phase two, "Transforming." The third station

corresponds to the Metaphoric Leap Worksheet used in stage

one of the transforming stage. The fourth station

corresponds to the Narrative Structure Worksheet used in

stage two. The fifth station corresponds to the Narrative

Completion Worksheet used in stage three.



The last three stations; six, seven, and eight;

correspond to the third phase of the manual, "Integrating."

The Integration Worksheet assists the final preparation and

presentation of the didactic narrative. The worksheet

represents aspects of each of the final three stations of

the model.

The manual is presented on the following 37 pages in a

form convenient to the user. Each phase, stage, worksheet,

and exercise begins on a separate page to facilitate easy

reference and to provide the user with space for spontaneous

written response.
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The Manual for A Model for Creating and Using

Didactic Narratives

The manual is divided into three phases. Phase one has

one accompanying worksheet. Phase two has three worksheets

and phase three has one worksheet. The numbered steps

within the phase correspond to the numbered sections of each

worksheet. Several steps have accompanying exercises to

assist response. Duplicate copies of each worksheet can be

made when additional space for continuation is necessary.

Worksheets also may be enlarged for convenience of written

response.

Phase One - Analyzing Subject Content

Complete the Subject Content Structure Worksheet using

the following guidelines. Record your responses in the

corresponding numbered sections.

1. Determine a perspective from which to analyze the

subject content. (See Exercise #1.)

2. Briefly describe the background of the topic and

record these sentences or phrases in section two.

(See Exercise #2.)

3. Compose and record a title for the subject content.

4. A. Divide the topic into subtopics and arrange them

in a logical order. (See Exercise #3.)

B. Determine the connections between the subtopics

and record the appropriate symbol inside the

circles. (See Exercise #4.)
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5. A. Determine the points that constitute each

subtopic. Develop a logical order for their

delivery. Record a sentence or phrase descriptor

in the "Point" boxes under each subtopic. (If

more than two points are made under any given

subtopic, use duplicate copies of the Subject

Content Structure Worksheet to continue.)

(See Exercise #3.)

B. Break down each point by identifying noun, verb,

and object phrases. Record words or phrases that

help clarify the possibilities suggested by each

phrase. (See Exercise #5.)

C. Consider any other information that may be

pertinent to each point. Record words or phrases

that help to clarify the additional information.

(See Exercise #5.)

D. Determine the results of each point. Record

words or phrases that help to clarify the

results. (See Exercise #5.)

E. Determine the connections between the points and

record the symbols inside the circles. (See

Exercise #4.)

5. Record any final explanations or results that

bring unity and closure to the subject content as a

whole.
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Exercise #11 -. Subject Content Perspective

A. How could the subject content be analyzed from each

of the following philosophical stances?

1. Natural Perspective - a perspective that sees the

flow of material as linked to natural laws that

will generally take the same course each time

initiated.

2. Practical Perspective - a perspective that

depends on logical, understandable progression

with step-by-step processes and building block

construction.

3. Personal Perspective - a perspective that relates

every circumstance to personal experience and

includes the emotional feelings that accompany

the progression of the subject.

4. Symbolic Perspective - a perspective that

compares the subject to abstract spiritual-type

laws that may not always be grasped or

understood, but that should be strived for.

B. How could the subject content be analyzed from each

of the following angles of vision?

1. The listener

2. An object or concept within the subject

3. The lecturer
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Exercise #2 - Subject Background

A. Analyze the background of the subject content using

the following probes:

1. What topics have been covered that lead to this

portion of the subject matter?

2. Has the audience been given a particular

assignment?

3. What information does your audience need in order

to understand this portion of the subject matter?

4. Why is the background information important?

5. Why is the subject content important?

B. Compose sentences and/or phrases that describe your

findings.
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Exercise #32 - Subdividing the Topic

(Used for steps four and five)

A. Subdivide the topic using the following probes:

1. Consider the topic as a system.

2. What are the parts of the system?

3. How are the parts organized in relation to each

other?

4. How are the parts organized in relation to the

whole?

5. What is the stimulus and response in each

subtopic?

B. Compose sentences or phrases that describe each

subtopic.
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Exercise #43 - Determining Connections

Determine the connections within and between the

subtopics using the following labels as guidelines:

1. "A" for "and" - a temporal connection indicating

that it didn't matter which event or episode

happened first.

2. "S" for "simultaneously" - a temporal connection

indicating that the events or episodes happened at

the same time.

3. "T" for "then" - a mildly causal connection

indicating that the second event or episode happened

after the first and that it was appropriate to have

them in that order.

4. "C" for "caused" - a causal connection indicating

that the first event or episode caused the second

one to happen.
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Exercise #54 - Detail Analysis

Analyze each point within the subtopic with the

following probes:

1. Noun probes:

a. Who or what is acting?

b. What are the physical features of the person or

thing acting?

c. What are the mental or emotional qualities?

2. Verb probes:

a. What happens within the point?

b. What other verbs or verb phrases can

specifically describe the action?

3. Object probes:

a. Who or what is being acted upon?

b. What specific words or phrases can describe the

objects?

4. Other probes:

a. What additional or implied action happens

within this point?

b. What complications may arise because of the

situation in this point?

5. Result probes:

a. What was the end result of this point?

b. What is insinuated because of this result?

c. What, if anything, needs to happen next?
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Phase Two - Transforming

Phase two is divided into three distinct stages. Each

stage in phase two is accompanied by a separate worksheet.

The first stage addresses the metaphoric leap from analyzed

subject content structure to a parallel idea. The second

stage completes the transformation from subject content

structure to a parallel narrative structure. The final

stage refines the didactic narrative through adaptation,

elaboration, and evaluation. Always use the Subject Content

Structure Worksheet as a guide to help insure parallel

narrative structure.

Stage One of Transforming Phase

Complete the Metaphoric Leap Worksheet using the

following guidelines. Record your responses in the

corresponding numbered sections.

1. Record the subject content title from section three

of the Subject Content Structure Worksheet.

2. Develop and record a phrase that reflects the

overarching dynamic or relationship expressed in the

subject content title. The phrase should reflect

the general class to which the specific title

belongs.

3. Brainstorm about similar relationships found in each

of the four categories. (See Exercise #6.) List as

many ideas as possible.
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4. Choose one of the ideas from the possibilities you

listed that you would enjoy developing, that

has an affective quality, and that can be adapted to

the age and knowledge level of your audience.

Brainstorm and record your thoughts about how the

idea could be expanded to reflect the subject

content structure. If the idea cannot be developed

with continued parallels to the subject content, or

becomes trite, or too complicated, choose another

idea from your list of possibilities.

5. Compose and record a title for your didactic

narrative that reflects your idea and is parallel to

the subject content title.
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Exercise #65 - Metaphoric Brainstorming

Brainstorm about parallel relationships found in these

categories using the following probes:

1. Nature (may produce fable-type narratives)

a. When is this relationship found in nature?

b. What animals, plants, or parts of the earth are

involved?

2. Everyday Life or Objects (may produce parable-type

narratives)

a. When is this relationship or dynamic found in

everyday life?

b. What objects reflect this relationship?

3. Personal Experience (may produce parallel personal

narratives)

a. When have I experienced something that reflects

this relationship?

b. What happened?

c. How does my experience parallel this

relationship?

d. What were the objects or concepts involved?

e. Who was involved?

4. Imaginary Stories (may produce myth or allegory-type

narratives)

a. What stories have I heard that reflect this

relationship?
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b. What movies have I seen that reflect this

relationship?

c. What wild imaginings come to mind when I think

about this relationship?

d. What spiritual concepts reflect this

relationship?
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Stage Two of Transforming Phase

Complete the Narrative Structure Worksheet using the

following guidelines. Record your responses in the

corresponding numbered sections. After step one, responses

for this worksheet may be developed in any order. All

responses should be made in light of the metaphoric decision

made in the Metaphoric Leap Worksheet. Responses also

should parallel the information recorded in the

corresponding sections of the Subject Content Structure

Worksheet.

1. Translate the elements of perspective in terms of

the narrative and record your response in short

sentences or phrases. (See Exercise #7.) These

elements of perspective coupled with the metaphoric

decision should guide the translation of all other

elements.

. Describe what the background is, in terms of this

narrative. Record your response in logically

arranged sentences.

3. Record the narrative title determined in the

Metaphoric Leap Worksheet.

4. Transcribe the symbols for connections between the

subtopics from the Subject Content Structure

Worksheet. Using the Subject Content Structure

Worksheet as a guide, transform each subtopic into
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parallel narrative episodes informed by the

metaphoric decision and the causal connections.

5. Transcribe the symbols for connections between the

points from the Subject Content Structure Worksheet.

A. Using the Subject Content Structure Worksheet as

a guide, transform each point into a parallel

narrative event informed by the metaphoric

decision and the causal connections.

B. Using the Subject Content Structure Worksheet as

a guide, record phrases to describe the

characters, actions, and objects in each event.

Transform the noun phrase explanations into

character explanations. Transform the verb

phrase explanations into action explanations.

Transform the object phrase explanations into

parallel object explanations.

C. Transform the "other" information from the

Subject Content Structure Worksheet into parallel

information that enhances the narrative.

0. Transform the "results" from the Subject Content

Structure Worksheet into parallel results that

conclude each narrative event.

6. Transform the final explanations or results from the

Subject Content Structure Worksheet into a parallel

narrative ending and conclusion that is informed by

the metaphoric decision.
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Exercise #71 - Narrative Perspective

A. Consider how the philosophical stance might

influence the type of narrative created:

1. Natural Perspective - a perspective that sees the

flow of material as linked to natural laws that

will generally take the same course each time

initiated. (may produce fable-type narratives)

2. Practical Perspective - a perspective that

depends on logical, understandable progression

with step-by-step processes and building block

construction. (may produce parable-type

narratives)

3. Personal Perspective - a perspective that relates

every circumstance to personal experience and

includes the emotional feelings that accompany

the progression of the subject. (may produce

parallel personal narratives)

4. Symbolic Perspective - a perspective that

compares the subject to abstract spiritual-type

laws that may not always be grasped or

understood, but that should be strived for. (may

produce myth or allegory-type narratives)

B. Describe the essence or motif of the narrative plot

as it is informed by the philosophical stance
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C. Think through how the camera angle perspective can

be translated in terms of the narrative using the

following probes:

1. The listener - Who or what represents the

listener in the narrative? How will the

perspective of this character or object be

developed?

2. An object or concept within the subject - Who or

what represents the object or concept in the

narrative? How will the perspective of this

character or object be developed?

3. The lecturer - Who or what represents the

lecturer in the narrative? How will the

perspective of this character or object be

developed?
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Stage Three of Transforming Phase

Complete the Narrative Completion Worksheet using the

following guidelines. Adapt, elaborate, and evaluate the

information from the Narrative Structure Worksheet as you

respond to each guideline. (See Exercises #8, #9, and #10.)

1. Use the information from sections one through three

of the Narrative Structure Worksheet to create a

narrative beginning. (See Exercise #11.) Record

your response in sentence or phrase from and number

each sentence consecutively.

2. Use the information from sections four and five of

the Narrative Structure Worksheet to plot the action

and progress of the narrative. Continue recording

your responses in sentence or phrase form and

continue consecutive numbering from the last number

used in the beginning section.

Record episode #1 content in box one. Record the

narrative content from the first point in box two.

Continue to record the narrative content from each

event in episode #1 in each following box until you

complete episode #1. Move next to episode #2 and

repeat the process.

Transcribe the symbols for connections and make sure

they remain appropriate to the narrative.

(If additional boxes are needed, a duplicate

Narrative Completion Worksheet can be used.)
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3. Use the information from section six of the

Narrative Structure Worksheet to create a narrative

conclusion. (See Exercise #12.) Continue

responding in numbered sentence or phrase form.
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Exercise #86 - Adapting the Narrative

A. Analyze your audience and adapt the narrative to

relate to the following:

1. Listeners' values, goals, experience, and

expectations

2. Listeners' reference groups

3. Listeners' previous knowledge of the topic

B. Adapt the narrative to include an affective quality.

Consider relationships and/or characters within the

narrative that can be enhanced by descriptions of

imagery. Use the following guidelines to consider

ways in which imagery can be expressed:

1. Visual - appeal to the sense of sight

2. Auditory - appeal to the sense of hearing

3. Tactile - appeal to the sense of touch

4. Olfactory - appeal to the sense of smell

5. Gustatory - appeal to the sense of taste

6. Equilibrium - appeal to the sense of balance

7. Organic - appeal to the sense of internal

reaction

8. Kinaesthetic - appeal to the sense of strain or

muscular exertion and/or involvement

9. Kinetic - appeal to the sense of total body

motion

10. Thermal - appeal to the sense of temperature,

either heat or cold
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Exercise #97 - Elaborating the Narrative

Use the SCAMPER technique guidelines to add interest

and unity to the narrative:

1. Substitute Is anything like something else? What

similarities do you see? Who or what

might be substituted? Who might take

the place of? What might be used

instead?

2. Combine What might be combined? Might

something or someone be brought

together or united with another?

3. Adjust What needs to be lined up? What is out

of tune? What might you adjust to

serve a purpose or condition?

4. Magnify What might be enlarged, made greater or

more frequent?

Minify What might be minimized, made smaller,

less frequent?

Modify What might be altered to change the

form or quality?

5. Put to

other uses What might be used for a purpose other

than originally intended? In what

different ways might it be used?

6. Eliminate What might be removed, left out, or

done away with?



Elaborate

7. Reverse

Rearrange

What might be detailed, enhanced, made

fancier, brighter, more elegant?

What might be turned around, turned

over, or placed opposite?

How might you change the order of

things, or rearrange the layout plan

or scheme?

NOTE: In using the SCAMPER technique to elaborate

the narrative, avoid changing the underlying

structure of the narrative.

146
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Exercise #10 8 - Evaluating the Narrative

A. Compare the final narrative to the original subject

content structure with the following probes:

1. Are the elements parallel?

2. Does the narrative make the same point that the

subject content does?

3. Is the point clear?

4. Do you allow the listeners to discover the plot

in the narrative by a) repetition, b) using

episodes with parallel structure, c) creating

suspense, and/or d) encouraging listener

response?

5. Will the listeners understand the connection

between the narrative and the subject content?

6. How can you adjust the narrative to solve any

discrepancies?

B. Consider if the narrative itself is effective using

the following probes:

1. Is the beginning intriguing?

2. Is the narrative interesting?

3. Is there a climax in the narrative?

4. Is there enough detail?

5. Is there too much detail?

6. Are there affective qualities built into the

narrative?

7. Does the ending bring closure?
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Exercise #11 9 - Narrative Beginnings

Consider beginning the narrative with:

1. An explanation of the origins or background of the

episodes and events.

2. An immediate description of the action as if you and

your listeners had arrived in the middle of it. You

can then explain any pertinent background as you

tell the remainder of the narrative.
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Exercise #121 -Narrative Endings

Consider ending the narrative with:

1. A commentary on what happened in the narrative, like

"So the duck was able to find new friends."

2. A projection for the future in the narrative, like

"So they lived happily ever after."

3. A fable ending like, "So the moral of the story

is . . . .

4. A parable ending explaining the connection between

the narrative and the subject content, like

"Similarly, opposite electrodes always attract."
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Phase Three - Integrating

Complete the Integration Worksheet as a final planning

stage before presentation. Use your worksheet responses to

inform your reactions during presentation. Record your

responses in the corresponding numbered sections.

1. Determine placement of the narrative within the

lecture. Record a description of the pre-narrative

material. (See Exercise #13.)

2. Determine the introductory phrase for the narrative.

(See Exercise #14.)

3. Plan and record the closing explanations for

interpreting the narrative's relevance to the

subject content. (See Exercise #15.)

4. Determine the movement from the narrative back to

the remaining lecture context. (See Exercise #13.)

5. Consider integration opportunities for audience

participation. Record the number of any sentences

on the Narrative Completion Worksheet that present

possible opportunities for audience participation.

(See Exercise #16.) Describe the type of expected

audience participation.

6. Develop a narrative memory map and draw or record

your structure in the box. (See Exercise #17.)

7. Consider the use of vivid delivery skills during

presentation to maintain audience attention and

response. (See Exercise #18.) Record the skills
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that will be most helpful during your rehearsal and

presentation. Note any particular sections in the

narrative that require specific skills.

8. Analyze the situation of the lecture and adapt the

narrative accordingly. Record your anticipated

responses to both external and internal factors in

the situation. (See Exercise #19.)
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Exercise #1311 - Narrative Placement in the Lecture

Consider where and how to place the narrative within

the lecture context using the following probes:

1. How is the subject content part of the larger system

in the lecture?

2. What discourse will lead up to the narrative?

3. What point is being made by the narrative?

4. How does the narrative illustrate the subject

content?

5. What is left to explain about the subject content?

6. Does the narrative need explanation?

7. What discourse will follow the use of the narrative?
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Exercise #1412 Introducing the Narrative

Consider introducing the narrative with:

1. A cue or framing statement, like "Once upon a

time .. ," or "This story will help you

understand ....

2. Identification of a story-telling tradition, like

"I always like to tell this story when I discuss

this concept," or "This story has been floating

around this department for ages."
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Exercise #15 - Closing Explanations

Consider developing a closing explanation to enhance

interpretation of the narrative using the following probes:

1. Would explaining the dynamics and relationships in

the narrative help teach the subject content?

2. Would pointing out the parallel elements between the

narrative and the subject content help listeners

learn the subject content?

3. Would the use of rhetorical questions

aid listener understanding?

4. Would a discussion of the narrative aid listener

understanding?

5. In what ways could listener comprehension of the

subject content be tested through closing discourse?

G. In what ways could the closing discourse test to

what extent the narrative assisted in learning?
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Exercise #1613 - Audience Participation

Consider opportunities for the following types of

audience participation:

1. Audience Coaction - audience mirror reactions to the

lecturer during the presentation of the narrative.

Opportunities include repetitious episodes or

dialogue, character voices, facial expressions,

motions, and/or hand signals.

2. Bantering - spontaneous editorial-type comments back

and forth during the narrative encouraged by

extended eye contact or engaging delivery.

3. Questioning - open-ended or rhetorical questions.

4. Editorializing - comments on the events or

characters in your narrative that interrupt the

telling of the story. For example, "I can't believe

the princess chose that frog."
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Exercise #1714 - Narrative Memory Maps

Consider developing a structure or outline of the

didactic narrative as a memory aid. Use the following

probes for guidance.

1. How can the order and importance of the episodes and

events be depicted in verbal or graphic ways?

2. What sections of the narrative need the most

attention and how can those sections be highlighted

in the structure or outline?

3. How can characters and actions be designated in a

verbal or graphic way?

4. What memory devices work best for you?

Examples:

Graphic:

Verbal: I. Introduction

II. Body

A. Episode #1
1. Event #1
2. Event #2

B. Episode #2
1. Event #1
2. Event #2

III. Conclusion
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Exercise #1815 - Delivery Skills

A. Incorporate the following vocal and paralinguistic

skills during the narrative delivery:

1. Vocal skills - pitch, inflection, breathing,

appropriate pause, articulation, intonation,

vocal tension, fluency, dialect, and rate

2. Paralinguistic skills - noise, movement, body

language, facial expression, eye contact,

posture, and props

B. Using the following probes, consider when particular

skills might enhance delivery.

1. Are there particular characters that you could

characterize using different vocal effects?

2. Is there an action described that could be

expressed with physical movement?

3. Is there a climax to the narrative that might

require a faster rate of delivery?

4. Do the emotions in the narrative need verbal

and/or physical expressions?

5. Are there times when longer pauses would create

or enhance suspense?

6. Are there noises that would help create

atmosphere or enhance humor in the narrative?

7. Would the use of props enhance any portion of the

narrative?
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Exercise #1916 - Analyzing the Situation

A. Consider the impact of any external factors in the

lecture situation using the following guidelines:

1. Size and arrangement of lecture room

2. Time of day, week, year

3. Comfort conditions like soft chairs or

temperature

4. Surrounding circumstances like noisy construction

or unexpected room changes

B. Consider the impact of any internal factors in the

lecture situation with the following guidelines:

1. Listeners' attitudes on the day of the lecture

2. Community or national events affecting the morale

of the listeners

3. Apathy or resistance toward the subject matter

among the listeners

4. Positive or negative response to you as a

lecturer
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Commentary on the Model and the Manual

The model and manual in this study guide the lecturer

through the completion of five worksheets that assist in

analyzing subject matter, transforming it into a didactic

narrative, and integrating the didactic narrative into the

lecture. Step-by-step instructions direct the lecturer in

each phase. Several steps include reference to accompanying

exercises. Most exercises include probes or guidelines that

assist in the procedures that require creative and critical

thought.

Many aspects from the previously reviewed models are

adapted for use in this model. Some aspects have been

synthesized, others eliminated. A commentary on what is

adapted and why each elements has been used follows.

Adaptation of the Narrative Creation Models

This study's model and manual reflect a synthesis of

the four narrative creation models reviewed in Chapter Two.

The Roman Canons of Rhetoric are comprehensive in scope.

The interrelated processes of analysis, organization,

creation, and delivery, suggested by the Roman Canons, are

central to the purpose of this study. Norma Livo and Sandra

Rietz's story map is reflected in attention to the complete

narrative. The completion stage reflects Livo and Rietz's

advice to create a narrative that has an interesting

beginning, a series of events that complicate the plot, and

finally a resolution and conclusion.
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Kieran Egan's lesson development model helps reveal

story elements within the subject content. Specific probes

from Egan's model are included to help identify parallel

narrative elements when analyzing the subject content.

Egan's model also suggests the use of wild metaphoric

association followed by disciplined structural development.

This concept was adapted for the transformation phase.

Gary Smalley and John Trent's model for creating

emotional word pictures emphasizes audience and purpose

analysis. The manual accompanying this study's model

includes probes that assist a lecturer in determining this

information. Purpose analysis appears in all three phases

and audience analysis is used in the narrative completion

stage of the transforming phase.

The third step of Smalley and Trent's model was most

helpful. Smalley and Trent's four "inexhaustible wells" of

ideas for narratives were adapted to guide the creative

process in the metaphoric leap from subject content

structure to a parallel narrative structure. Although the

creative process should be as flexible as possible, these

specific categories offer worthwhile guidance by channeling

creative thought This guidance streamlines a process that

easily could become overwhelming.
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Theories and Models that Inform Analysis

of Subject Content

Most of the theories and models reviewed for analyzing

subject content were adapted for use in this study's model

and manual. Since many of the theories and models were

similar in format, the model and manual reflect a synthesis

of information. Many of the theories and models suggested

steps to break down a lecture topic into its underlying

organizational structure. The six steps in phase one,

"Analyzing Subject Content," reflect the influence of these

models.

Lauren Resnick's Rational Task Analysis suggested the

need to shape data into a chronological, stimulus response

structure. This element is adapted as a probe that assists

the lecturer in subdividing the subject content. Rational

Task Analysis is present most clearly in Exercise #3.

Portions of the Inquiry Model developed by Walter

Watson, Luis Pardo, and Vladislav Tomovic are incorporated

in this study. The Inquiry Model influenced the analysis

section that addresses subdivding the topic and developing

sentences and phrases that describe the action. The verbal

description of the events enables noun-verb-object analysis,

which was used to flesh out the subject content structure.

Richard Katula and Celest Martin's Conceptual Thinking

Model features probing questions that produce verbal
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responses. This study's manual incorporates probing

questions in many of the exercises to guide the lecturer's

thought processes and elicit more productive responses. The

probing questions enable a lecturer to maintain focus as

they progress through the process. A number of Katula and

Martin's probes are incorporated in the exercises.

Carl Holmberg's four modes of thought to assist in

perspective taking when analyzing subject content, were

useful in constructing this study's model and manual.

Perspective taking allows for consistent analysis of subject

content and informs the structure of the didactic narrative.

Although Holmberg's four modes of thought are not

incorporated directly, their influence is evident in the

first steps of subject content analysis as well as the

transformation to narrative structure.

Paul Fritz and Richard Weaver's Critical Thinking Model

is similar to the Roman Canons of Rhetoric in its emphasis

on a variety of interrelated processes. The joint processes

of analysis, organization, creation and delivery are evident

throughout this study's model and manual. Fritz and

Weaver's framing concept to determine a perspective is

incorporated as part of the initial step in analyzing

subject content. Determining a perspective assists in

analyzing the subject content with consistency as well as

providing the didactic narrative with an alternate angle of

vision.
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The Tagmemic Model, developed by Charles Kneupper, uses

a number of probes to analyze subject content. Several of

these probes are incorporated to guide analysis. The probes

analyzing the "unit as a system" are helpful for subdividing

the topic during the analysis of subject content.

Theories and Models that InformTransforming

Subject Content into Narratives

Several theories and models inform the transformation

of subject content into a didactic narrative. The

transformation phase includes relational thinking as well as

attention to motifs and organizational patterns. Narrative

structure, causal connections, narrative elements, and

narrative completion also are considered. Many of the

theories and models use complicated formulas to develop

their concepts. These complicated formulas are simplified

and synthesized to better serve the purposes of this study's

model and manual.

The models informing relational thinking include

Kneupper's Model, Thelma Epley's Forced Association Model,

Epley's Analogy Model, and Jonathan Culler's method for

creating metaphors. Kneupper's relational thinking probes

are not directly relevant to the purpose of this study.

Epley's Forced Association Model proved too cumbersome for

inclusion in this study. The Metaphoric Leap Worksheet

combines Culler's method with concepts from Epley's Analogy

Model.
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The theories and models that address motifs and

organizational patterns are not used directly in this

study's model or manual. However, these theories and models

led to the development of the probes for Exercise #6, which

suggest brainstorming to discover relationships between the

subject content and other ideas. Attention to motifs and

organizational patterns is seen most clearly in the probes

under the Imaginary Stories category. These probes focus on

previously heard stories or previously seen movies. The

motifs or organizational patterns reflected in the answers

to those probes may influence the creation of the didactic

narrative (see example in Appendix).

Seymour Chatman and Jean Mandler create graphic models

to reflect narrative structure. While graphic structure is

used, these models are not incorporated. The basic

structure for didactic narratives is reflected in the

manual's Structure Worksheets. A parallel structure is

imposed on both subject content and the didactic narrative

by providing similar worksheets for analyzing subject

content and transforming the underlying structure of the

subject content into narrative structure.

Mandler's analysis of temporal and causal connections

is adapted to indicate the causal structure in both the

subject content and the narrative. A category representing

the occurance of simultaneous events is added to more fully
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represent the possibilities. Susan Kemper's method for

analyzing causal structure is not incorporated. Kemper's

method of analysis and its results are too detailed for

inclusion.

Livo and Rietz confirm the need for a narrative

structure that is generative. In other words, the narrative

should have an underlying structure that enables or

"generates" the completion of the narrative. The form of

the Narrative Structure Worksheet assists in the completion

of each section of the Narrative Completion Worksheet. The

format of the Narrative Structure Worksheet enables a

translation that reflects traditional narrative grammar.

Narrative beginnings discussed by Edward Said and Walter Ong

are incorporated in the probing questions in Exercise #11.

Exercise #12 includes probing questions suggested by David

Stern and Mandler's discussions of narrative endings.

The subtopics and points in sections four and five of

the Subject Content Structure Worksheet inform plot

development in the corresponding sections of the Narrative

Structure Worksheet. The Structure Worksheets, in turn,

inform the development of the Narrative Completion

Worksheet.
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The process of elaborating the didactic narrative is

informed by Bob Eberle's adaptation of the SCAMPER

technique, Cornelius Cunningham's methods for enhancing

imagery, and Epley's Elaboration Model. The SCAMPER

technique stimulates creative thought in the completion

process. Cunningham's guidelines assist in the installation

of an affective quality in the narrative. The ideas

suggested by Epley's Elaboration Model are helpful, but the

model is too cumbersome for incorporation.

The process of evaluating the completed didactic

narrative is influenced by the elements of evaluation in

Egan's Lesson Development Model and Watson, Pardo, and

Tomovic's Inquiry Model. Harold Toliver's theory that a

process of discovery is central to plot development inspired

one set of probing questions in Exercise #10. Julia Wood's

audience analysis questions are adapted for this section as

well.

Theories and Models that Inform Integrating

the Didactic Narrative into the Lecture

The integration guidelines and the Integration

Worksheet assist the lecturer in making final adjustments to

the didactic narrative. Although the guidelines and the

worksheet are designed to be completed prior to their

delivery as a part of the lecture, the worksheet can be used

as a memory aid during the lecture. The guidelines provide
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advice concerning aspects of presentation and audience

participation.

The Integration Worksheet allows the lecturer to

construct a memory device of his or her own design and to

note the presentation and audience participation techniques

appropriate to the narrative. This section notes the

contribution of various theories and models to the

integration phase.

Most of the integration theories and models reviewed in

Chapter Three are adapted for use in this study's model and

manual. Kneupper's probes analyzing the "unit as part of a

larger system" help situate the didactic narrative within

the lecture. Kneupper's model informs the probes developed

for Exercise #13.

The suggestions for constructing introductory phrases

for didactic narratives in Exercise #14 are adaptations of

Kristen Langellier's cues for introducing a personal

narrative. The exercise suggests two categories of phrases

that can be used for introducing a didactic narrative during

a lecture.

Livo and Rietz's guidelines for audience participation

are adapted in list form to guide the lecturer in

considering opportunities for audience participation.

Joseph Lowman and Livo and Rietz offer guidelines concerning

presentation skills needed for the lecturer or storyteller.
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These suggestions are adapted in list form to guide

lecturers in preparation for delivering the narrative as

part of the lecture. Anway Jones' description of a good

storyteller influenced this section, but is not

incorporated. Finally, Wood provides guidelines for

analyzing the external and internal factors of the

situation.

The adaptation and synthesis of these theories and

models guided the development of the Model for Creating and

Using Didactic Narratives and its accompanying manual.

Although the theories and models reviewed for this study do

not focus on the creation of narratives, many of their

concepts and elements are adaptable for use in the creation

of didactic narratives for use in the lecture context.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

"If you want to capture the imaginations of young

people, you have to tell them stories!" (McConnell 162).

The overarching impetus for this study lies in this charge.

The development of a model and a manual for creating and

using didactic narratives was suggested by a wealth of

recent studies demonstrating the impact of narrative on

human thinking and human existence. This study is informed

by theories and models from a variety of disciplines that

have been adapted for analyzing subject content,

transforming subject content structure into a parallel

narrative structure, and integrating the narrative into

lecture. It is inspired by the need for enhancing the

effectiveness of the lecture method.

The need to enhance the effectiveness of the lecture

method has been documented thoroughly. Unfortunately,

theorists who suggest techniques for enhancing the lecture

method do not offer specific guidelines for implementing the

techniques. This study provides guidelines for one of the

many suggested techniques for enhancing lectures: using

narrative examples within the lecture context.

A number of recent studies demonstrate that effective

lecturers use narrative examples. These studies suggest

173
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that effective lecturers have a natural creative ability to

create their own narratives. This study focuses on the

needs of the lecturer who requires creative guidance in all

aspects of narrative creation and use. Although the

findings of this study confirm much of what already is known

about narrative creation, the model and manual provide

step-by-step directions for creating a specific kind

of narrative designed to reflect subject content.

The conclusions drawn in this study lead to discussion

of three topics. The chapter begins with a consideration of

the theory underlying the model and manual. Next, the

chapter provides an evaluation of the strengths and

weaknesses of the model and manual. Finally, implications

for further research are considered.

Theory Discussion

The preliminary research for this study suggests that

the use of narratives in lecture promotes meaningful and

relevant learning that engages the listener cognitively and

affectively. The research further demonstrates that

meaningful and relevant teaching promotes and enables

long-term retention. One of the assumptions guiding this

study is that an underlying structure exists in subject

content that can be translated into narrative structure.

The findings of this study demonstrate that the didactic

narrative form can reflect the dynamics and relationships

found in the subject content.
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The value of using narrative examples is not

questioned. The assumption that the structure of didactic

narratives can parallel subject content structure, however,

is debatable. Norma Livo and Sandra Rietz present a counter

perspective on this matter.

'Story' reorganizes experience into a shape

different from that of its original occurrence.

Inthat sense, perhaps, our recounting of events

instoried form is not quite the 'truth.' On the

other hand, story itself is a truth, and storied

information is invested with a new dimension of

reality through the act of storying. By storying,

we reconfigure information from one kind of

structure to another, one kind of truth to

another. (28 emphasis added)

The findings of this study demonstrate that didactic

narrative structure can parallel subject content structure.

Maintaining parallel structure requires an ongoing

evaluation of the structure of the subject content with the

evolving narrative structure. The Model and Manual for

Creating and Using Didactic Narratives challenges Livo and

Rietz's assertion and provides a tool for testing it.

Strengths and Limitations of the Model and the Manual

The Model and Manual for Creating and Using Didactic

Narratives are comprehensive, offering step-by-step guidance
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for lecturers. The comprehensive quality enables a lecturer

to start with subject content as raw material and end

up with a didactic narrative ready for presentation as part

of a lecture.

The model and manual provide clear directions. Further

explanation of many steps is offered through accompanying

exercises. The exercises provide the creative and critical

thinking guidance needed to keep the lecturer focused on his

or her purpose. The accompanying worksheets provide a

record of the work and impose a structure for translating

subject content structure into narrative structure and

finally into a completed narrative integrated in lecture.

Even though instructions are specific, and guidance

direct, an element of flexibility allows different lecturers

to respond in different ways. The perspectives and

categories for the metaphoric leap allow options for

creativity.

Any model or step-by-step procedure, by definition, is

static and partial. In other words, a model "freezes or

stops the process it represents" and cannot "portray the

full complexity" of a process (Wood 22). The Model and

Manual for Creating and Using Didactic Narratives provide

opportunities for evaluation and feedback. However, the

model and manual fail, at times, to demonstrate that many steps may

done simultaneously or in a different order than suggested.
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For example, many of the suggestions presented within the

integration phase may be among the first decisions made or

may need to be considered as the transformation takes place.

The manual guides the lecturer through each general

phase needed to create didactic narratives. Some

overgeneralizations about the knowledge or previous

experience of the lecturer may have been made. The

exercises are designed to compensate for this possibility.

However, some terms and concepts may require further

clarification. The integration phase contains a number of

undefined terms. The presentation skills and audience

participation guidelines are primarily lists of words

without elaboration. The inexperienced or ineffective

lecturer may have to do additional research on these

concepts in order to effectively respond to their advice.

The Structure Worksheets used in phase one and two are

designed to accommodate several possibilities for subject

content structure. The form provides up to four subtopics

and only two events under each subtopic. Similarly, the

Narrative Completion Worksheet provides only twelve boxes to

contain the episodes and events. These space restrictions

may be inconvenient for the lecturer. Duplicate copies of

the original worksheets can be used for structures that

require additional space. Further refinement may be needed

to accommodate other possibilities.
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The Integration Worksheet provides space for listing

delivery suggestions. Although experimental notation

systems for recording oral style are available, they are too

cumbersome for incorporation into this manual.

Implications for Further Research

Since only one application is presented as a part of

this study, additional applications are needed to test the

effectiveness of the model and the manual. Applications of

subject content from several fields should be attempted in

order to test the workabilty of the model and manual under

various restrictions. Several different lecturers should

experiment with the model in order to test the clarity

of instruction.

The created didactic narratives also should be tested

in the field to evaluate whether they accurately reflect the

dynamics and relationships in the subject content.

Lecturers using didactic narratives could conduct controlled

experiments to determine whether the didactic narratives

make lectures more integrative, meaningful, and memorable.

Lecturers also could test the degree to which incorporating

didactic narratives influences a listener's ability to learn

a particular subject content. Additional tests could be

conducted to determine the degree to which additional

explanation is needed after telling a didactic narrative.

Finally, each of these tests should be evaluated for results
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that could inform further refinement of the model and the

manual.



APPENDIX

AN APPLICATION OF THE SAMPLE TOPIC TO THE

MODEL AND MANUAL FOR CREATING AND

USING DIDACTIC NARRATIVES
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